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Hope’s
doyenne
of dance
Minority education at Hope
Is the rainbow ending?
In search of simple answers
On the heels of Nobel Prize winners, alumnus sets up
elaborate physics experiment
It happens every spring
Details on upcoming alumni day & commencement
Quote, Unquote is an eclective sampling
of things being said at and about Hope.
Hope's annual Critical Issues Symposium
in March, this, year themed, "Civil Rights
in the United States: The State of the
Dream," brought two prominent civil
rights activists to campus.
From the address of former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark;
"The two great problem-solvers we try
to use, despite all we've learned in institu-
tions of education, are violence and segre-
gation — beat 'em down or lock 'em up —
not sweet reason or human decency."
"Some, like Carlyle, would tell you that
there is no history, there is only biogra-
phy — that great men make all the dif-
ference, that a democracy is nothing but
the despair of a people who have failed to,
find a leader. . . . From my small experi-
ence in government I can tell you that not
only the dynamic but also the possibility
for social change comes from the people —
and leaders, so-called, detect it. "
• • •
From the address of Mary Frances Berry,
a member of the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights:
"As we enter ever more deeply into the
'silly season' of the 1984 elections, when
most candidates will say anything to get
elected or re-elected; we must recognize
candidates' positions on issues. . . . We
must also remember that, now that we
have the Voting Rights Act and people
recognize that it's important to vote, it is
possible to elect people whom we can hold
accountable., But we must know who they
are. . . .
"Everywhere I go, I ask people who
their Senator is and they scratch their
heads, and say, 'Well now, let me
see.' . . . You would be surprised at how
many people in this country think Teddy
Kennedy is their Senator."
Stories related to the Symposium appear
on pp. 11 and 12.
• • •
Don Cronldte, associate professor of biol-
ogy, left lunch at the Kletz a little early
the other day. He was off to purchase a
loaf of french bread, something he does
each year on the day his students are to
dissect fresh sea urchins. The bread is part
of an after-the-experiment treat — sea
urchin ovaries served up on, you guessed
it, french bread. (The Romans, never ones
to leave well enough alone, doused the
tidbits first with lemon juice, Cronkite in-
forms.) Usually, about half the class mus-
ters canapes-courage, and Cronkite always
oversees the dissections to make sure stu-
dents come out with the real thing.
The tasting all harks back to Cronkite's
younger years, when he accepted the chal-
lenge of a fellow biologist whose dedication
to his field was clearly exceptional.
Cronkite and his friend took it upon them-
selves to donate their taste buds to the
study of at least one creature from every
phylum. Cronkite reckons the worst-tast-
ing were jellyfish ("like salt-water Jello"),
while the study confirmed hunch: lobster
and crab win even the most discriminating
tastes.
CAMPUS NOTES
Hope's first seniors to graduate with
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degrees
will be among the 442 members of the Class
of 1984.
According to Cynthia Kielenen, chairperson
of the nursing department, 16 Hope students
are among the 46 graduates of the nursing
program which was launched in 1982 as a
cooperative effort by Hope and Calvin College
of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hope's 119th class will receive degrees on
Sunday, May 6, at 3 p.m. at the Holland
Municipal Stadium. In the event of rain, the
ceremony will be held at the Holland Civic
Center. Baccalaureate will occur earlier that
day, at 11 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Admission to baccalaureate and commence-
ment, if indoors, is by ticket only.
Delivering the baccalaureate sermon will be
the Rev. Dr. M. Eugene Osterhaven, Alber-
tus C. Van Raalte Professor of Systematic
Theology at Western Theological Seminary in
Holland. He has titled his sermon "Sure
Hope."
Osterhaven is a well known leader in the
Reformed Church, serving on many the-
ological committees for the denomination and
the World Alliance of Reformed Churches.
He is editor of the journal The Reformed
Review and has published several books on
theology, the most recent being The Faith of
the Church (Eerdmans, 1982).
Osterhaven will be awarded an honorary
doctor of divinity degree at commencement
exercises. Provost David G. Marker, who has
resigned, will receive an honorary doctor of
humane letters degree.
The commencement speaker will be Dr.
Wayne G. Boulton, associate professor of re-
ligion at Hope. He has titled his address
"Pushing the Limits."
An ordained Presbyterian minister, Boulton
joined Hope's faculty in 1972. His academic
specialty is Christian social ethics. In 1982 he
authored a book. Is Legalism a Heresy?
(Paulist, 1982), which argued that the tradi-
tional Jewish thought of the Pharisees repre-
sents a long-neglected resource for Christian
social ethics. He is currently working on a
short book on the subject of family for Chris-
tian laypersons.
The presentation of eight Distinguished
Alumni Awards will highlight Alumni Day
festivities on Saturday, May 5. The awards
will be presented at the Alumni Day dinner at
6:00 p.m. in Phelps Hall Dining Room.
A complete schedule of Alumni Day ap-
pears on page 16.
Receiving awards will be George E, Arwar-
dy '69, Marjorie Lucking French '48, Dr. Paul
G. Fried '46, the Rev. Jack Hascup '53, War-
ren Kane '57, Richard J. Kruizenga '52, Elsie
Parsons Lamb '46 and John H. VerSteeg '65.
The line-up of honorees includes five for-
mer presidents of the Alumni Association
who by virtue of office were also chairpersons
of Alumni Fund campaigns. These five former
presidents held office during a span in which
giving to Hope improved markedly in both
amount of contributions and number of par-
ticipants. Because of this, Hope received na-
tional recognition in the sustained
performance category of last year's awards
program of the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education.
The former presidents being recognized
are: Hascup of Glen Head, N.Y., a denomina-
tional administrator with the Reformed
Church in America, who was president 1975-
77; Lamb of Holland, Mich., an active layper-
son in the Reformed Church and a peace
activist, who was president 1977-78; Kane of
Arlington, Va., a senior staff member of the
U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations,
who was president 1978-80; VerSteeg of Ka-
lamazoo, Mich., president of First Communi-
ty Federal Credit Union of Parchment, Mich.,
who was president 1980-82; and French of
Birmingham, Mich., a homemaker and com-
munity volunteer, who took office as presi-
dent in 1982 and is retiring this spring.
Other award recipients include Paul Fried,
professor of history and longtime director of
international education at Hope, who is retir-
ing from the faculty this spring (see story, p.
5). He is being recognized for "extraordinary
influence on the mission of the College, a
distinguished career and a spirited support of
Hope that knows no retirement," according to
Vern Schipper, associate director of College
Relations.
Richard J. Kruizenga, vice president for
corporate planning of the Exxon Corporation
in New York City, will be recognized for
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"distinguished service to worldwide business
and to his alma mater," says Schipper.
Kruizenga's experience as an economist has
been extensive and varied, including corporate
appointments in Japan, Malaysia and Aus-
tralia. He holds a Ph.D. from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Kruizenga has used his prominence in East
coast business circles to secure introductions
and appointments for Hope development of-
ficers and has also provided informal seminars
for Hope business students, both on campus
and in New York. He currently serves on a
special planning committee recently formed at
Hope.
George E. Arwady, editor and publisher of
The Muskegon (Mich.) Chronicle will be hon-
ored as "a loyal alumnus, community leader
and distinguished professional," says
Schipper.
Arwady has been particularly active in
efforts to revitalize Muskegon's downtown.
Another area of involvement has been an
inner-city church. Covenant Reformed, which
has a wide-ranged community service
ministry.
He has a master's degree from Columbia
University School of Journalism.
The Annual Alumni Fund has reached
75 percent of its goal, according to Marj
French, chairperson and president of the
Alumni Association. At publication, alumni
had contributed $503,064, compared to
$500,838 last year at the same point in the
campaign.
In three other giving categories of the An-
nual Fund — churches, parents/friends, and in-
dustry — the development office reports that
giving is slightly behind last year's levels, but
overall giving is slightly ahead because of
good response from the other non-alumni
category, foundations. —
The number of alumni donors is slightly
less than last year — 4,884 compared to 5,085.
There are 760 new donors, but there are also
2,078 alumni who contributed last year but
have not yet done so this year.
Two classes, 1964 and 1949, have already
raised more than $20,000 each. Last year the
Class of 1963 set a record by raising $26,967.
This year the Class of '64 has set at least
$30,000 as its goal.
TWO NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, APRIL 1984
24-hour vigil prompts prayers for peace
Reprinted with permission of The Grand
Rapids Press. © 1984 The Grand Rapids
Press.
By Chris Meehan
Surrounded by towering pine trees, Kirsti
Stroom knelt in the cold rain at Hope Col-
lege, folded her hands and prayed fervently
for peace in the world.
The 20-year-old Saginaw native was one of
more than 250 students, administrators and
faculty members who participated in the first
annual 24-hour prayer vigil at the school,
March 20 and 21.
The vigil began at 11 a.m. Tuesday and
finished at the same time Wednesday with a
service in the college chapel.
Stroom was silent through her half-hour
shift, moving only slightly to adjust her legs
under her. Although icy rain fell, she blinked
the chilly drops away and focused her
thoughts elsewhere.
"There is nothing more important than to
pray for peace of mind and for peace in the
world," she said after her brief stint on the
ground before a makeshift cross and flickering
candle.
"I prayed today to renew myself and my
commitment to God," added the communica-
tion and religion major. "I tried to get
straight with the Lord."
The peace vigil was organized on the first
day of spring and during the Lenten season
by Steven Smallegan and Gerard VanHeest,
College chaplains.
"This is the first time we've done this, but
it looks like it will be a success," said Small-
egan, assistant chaplain.
The vigil began with a short prayer service
as more than 50 students and teachers
gathered in a circle in the pine grove behind
the school's chapel.
"This is a peace vigil, a watch, a
wakefulness," said Smallegan at the start of
the 24-hour period of prayer, reflection and
meditation.
"This is a time of spiritual preparation. We
are praying for peace from our fears and
greed as well as for peace in the world."
Those persons in the grove linked hands,
closed their eyes and bowed their heads as the
chaplain led them in opening prayers.
"So often we say we don't know what we
can do about world situations," Smallegan
continued.
"Well, we can pray. We can affirm God.
Letters
Your article about ritual and rancor in
rivalry was delightful (Feb., 1984, issue).
I wanted to tell you I well remember that
bronze statue of George Washington in the
bay window of the old Graves library. George
Steininger had one also. They were presented
to the winners of the oratorical contest. 1
can't recall if it was a state or national contest
nor who paid for the statue. If I'm not
mistaken, it was given to A. ). Muste who
was a "fire-eater" and for some reason re-
fused to accept the trophy.
Marquerite Prins '17
Holland, Mich.
Editor's note: Dirk JeUema, iplfp authored the
article, says he has no idea if the statue Prins
remembers is the one that Calvin grads stole
from Hope and suggests that perhaps a
search for the true statue might be taken up
by a reader.
Several college and university alumni pub-
lications cross my desk here at Alma, and
none is better than Hope's. Congratulations
to you and your staff for a consistently excel-
lent paper.
I especially appreciated the delightful piece
on the Hope-Calvin rivalry by Professor Dirk
Jellema in the February issue.
Gordon Beld '50
Director of News Services k Publications
Alma College
Prayer can make a difference. This vigil is our
public witness, an indication of what we
believe."
The chaplain didn't expect the prayers of a
few students and teachers to affect the tum-
bling course of world events.
Smallegan, and his counterpart VanHeest,
don't believe fighting will cease in Lebanon,
that factions in Central America will lay aside
hostilities or that Poland will overnight be-
come a haven of democracy.
Still, the chaplains organized the vigil un-
der the assumption that the little people can
do something — they can implore their maker
to intercede in the many bloody wars tearing
apart the world.
"We've got to pray at all times, not just
here, but in our actions and lifestyles that
God may bring peace to this world," said
VanHeest, senior chaplain.
"We've got to let the peace of Christ rule
in our hearts," he added.
Members of several Holland area churches
dropped by the pine grove to pray with stu-
dents and teachers. A local church tolled its
bell every hour on the hour, ringing out the
call for harmony.
"1 think prayer is very powerful," said
Kathy Hogenboom, a 20-year-old chemistry
major who had agreed to take a shift after
midnight.
- "I think if we all keep praying, peace will
eventually come in the Lord's own time," she
added.
Students on the way to classes stopped to
gaze at the small group gathered in the grove.
Planes droned overhead, cars rushed by and
the candle's light was frequently doused by
the rain.
"We're hoping, whether a person is in this
or not, that the prayers will touch everyone,"
said Smallegan.
Included in the vigil was a 24-hour fast
which involved about 200 students who
agreed to forego meals Tuesday. Money for
their meals will be donated to a worthy,
peace-loving cause.
Despite the dreary weather, those who
prayed stood reverently in the grove around
the cross, symbolizing the penitential nature
of Lent, and the candle, which indicated light,
life, spring and new beginnings.
"You get so caught up in things that
prayer is. a good chance to take time out, to
be silent and talk to God," said Susan Burrell,
21, another student who left her warm dor-
mitory bed to pray in the grove early
Wednesday.
"I think all of us need time to be quiet
with God and to pray for peace," she added.
Paul Johnson, 19, wandered into the grove
Tuesday, sat at the base of a rain-splashed
pine, rested his head on his knees and prayed.
He wasn't scheduled to be there, but he felt
compelled to take part.
"This prayer vigil is a symbol, obviously,"
he said. "The cross, in fact, looks silly, out-
of-place amid all this hustle and bustle.
"But I think this is how it should be. This
isn't a loud crusade for peace. We are trying
to achieve our ends with a humble, quiet
spirit."
A candle in the rain was a symbol of hope in
a warring world during recent prayer vigil.
Males in nursing program's maiden run
One thing is certain: Nurse Bob Van Eck is never going to be a
doctor's handmaiden.
That is probably due as much to the more assertive and professional
image that all nurses now command as it is to the fact of Van Eck's
sex.
The Holland senior is one of three men who will graduate this spring
in the first class (46 students) of the Hope-Calvin nursing program.
These students will be eligible to take state board exams and become
licensed by the state to practice nursing.
Van Eck says he chose nursing because of an interest in the
biological sciences and in working with people. Many acquaintances,
upon hearing his professional plans, assume that he intends eventually
to go on and become a doctor, but Van Eck says that's not the case.
"Nursing looks to the total patient. It is a holistic approach to
health. The medical profession is more geared to the disease process
and disease treatment. Nursing appeals more to me because it seems to
combine all my interests in a unique way."
Awareness that nursing is still a relatively low-paying profession
with a short career ladder to climb (administration, teaching and
limited research) didn't deter Van Eck from his interests.
"I'm not the type to go for a high-prestige, $50,000-a-year kind of
job. ... Although nurses are somewhat underpaid for the respon-
sibilities they accept, the profession is developing and the pay is
increasing."
Van Eck is benefactor of a job market that's very kind to R.N.s with
baccalaureate degrees; he has already secured a job on the medi-
cal/surgical floor of Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich. He plans
eventually to earn a master's degree to enhance his professional
advancement.
As one who saw the Hope-Calvin nursing program through its
maiden run. Van Eck is pleased with his experience. He came to Hope
as a freshman but had transferred to Michigan State in order to pursue
studies in fishery and wildlife. While there, he became interested in
nursing and transferred back to Hope when the new program became
available. He says Hope's strong reputation in the sciences gave him
every confidence that the program, although brand-new, would be
good.
He has been especially impressed by the large number of hours spent
in clinical settings (Holland Community Hospital and Butterworth
Hospital in Grand Rapids) and by the close relationship and the ratio of
faculty and students (1 to 10 in clinical work). The cooperative set-up
of the program, which calls for students traveling between the colleges
for their theory classes, was "in no way a hassle," he says. If
anything, he indicates, the set-up was broadening in that it gave
insights into what nursing is like at two hospitals in different cities and
effected cross-college friendships.
"The class felt a link. The Hope-Calvin rivalry was rarely men-
tioned, not even during basketball season," Van Eck informs.
According to Cynthia Kielinen, chairperson of the nursing depart-
ment, the program is operating at near capacity with 101 students.
Students take pre-nursing courses (nine science classes) during the
freshman and sophomore years and are formally accepted to the
program in the junior year.
Clinical classroom: Bob Van Eck learns nursing at Holland Com-
munity Hospital.
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EVENTS
Admissions
Art Visitation Day, April 24; information on pursuing art
as academic concentration or career; coincides with opening
of major exhibit, "Mexico: Her Art From Past to Present"
Explorientation, July 29-Aug. 4; a chance to "try on"
college (see ad. p. 13)
For details on all activities contact Admissions Office, (616)
392-5111, ext. 2200.
Academic Calendar
Alumni Day, May 5 (see ad. p. 16)
Baccalaureate and Commencement, May 6. (See p.2)
Pinning Ceremony, Hope-Calvin Department of Nursing,
May 12, 2 p.m.
CALENDAR 1984-85
Fall Semester (1984)
Aug. 25 Residence Halls Open
Aug. 25-27 Freshmen Orientation
Aug. 28 Late Registration
Aug. 28 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.; Formal Convocation
'evening)
Sept. 3, Labor Day Classes in Session
Del. 5 Fall Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Dct. 10 Fall Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Dct. 19-21 Homecoming Weekend
Nov. 2-4 Parents' Weekend
Nov. 22 Thanksgiving Recess Begins, 8 a.m.
Nov. 26 Thanksgiving Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Dec. 7 Last Day of Classes
Dec. 10-14 Semester Examinations
>pring Semester (1985)
an. 6 Residence Halls Open, Noon
an. 7 Registration for New Students
an. 8 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
•eb. 15 Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
:eb. 20 Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Vlarch 7 Critical Issues Symposium (classes not in session)
Vlarch 21 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
April 1 Residence Halls Open, Noon
April 2 Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
April 5 Good Friday: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 26 May Day; Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 29-May 3 Semester Examinations
Vlay 4 Alumni Day
Vlay 5 Baccalaureate and Commencement
’Monday scheulde in effect
May Term (1985) May 6-26
June Term (1985) May 28-June 15
summer Session (1985)
[une 17 Registration & Payment of Fees
[une 17 Classes Begin at 1 p.m.
[uly 4 Classes Ngt in Session
[uly 26 Summer Session Ends
Arts
\pril
’**Thur.-Sat. 12-14 Dance X; DeWitt Theater, 8 P.M.
Friday 13 Senior Recital: Ginger Hawkins, cellist & Cathy
Zox, violinist; Wichers Auditorium, 8 P.M.
Saturday 14 Senior Recital: Joy Huttar, organist; Dimnent
Chapel, 8 P.M.
Apr. 14-Jun. 3 Mexican Art Show, "Mexico: Her Art-
From Past to Present"; DePree Art Center, Gallery Hours:
Mon.-Sat., 10 A.M. -9 P.M., Sun., 1 P.M. -9 P.M.
Sunday 15 Music Faculty Ensemble Concert, H. Robert
Reynolds, guest conductor; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Thursday 19 Music Department Student Recital; Wichers
Auditorium, 7 P.M.
***Thur. & Sat. 19 & 21 Theatre Production: "Echos";
DeWitt Main Theater, 8 P.M.
Sunday 22 Hope Chapel Choir Concert; Dimnent Chapel,
8:30 P.M.
Monday 23 Senior Recital: Ingrid Sykeman, cellist & Tam-
my Nothdurft, trumpeter; Wichers Auditorium, 8 P.M.
^Tuesday 24 WILLIAM SHARP, BARITONE, Young Con-
cert Artist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Wednesday 25 Master Class: WILLIAM SHARP, BARI-
TONE, Young Concert Artist; Wichers, 3:30 P.M.
Wednesday 25 Hope Jazz Ensemble Concert; Kletz, 8 P.M.
***Wed.-Sat. 25-28 Theatre Production: "Echos"; DeWitt
Main Theater, 8 P.M.
Thursday 26 Hope Orchestra Concert featuring winners of
the concerto contest; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Saturday 28 Senior Recital: Beth Bichler, violinist, & Lois
Kortering, guitar & violin; Wichers Auditorium, 3 P.M.
Fri.-Sat. 27-28 Opera Workshop Performance; Snow Au-
ditorium, 8 P.M.
May
Wed. -Sat. 16-19 Tulip Time Organ Recital: Dimnent
Chapel. Twenty minute programs given every half hour
from 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
* *» ** -TICKETS REQUIRED— all other events are free of
charge.
‘HOPE COLLEGE GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES:
616-394-6996
* * HOPE MUSIC DEPARTMENT: 616-392-5111 ext. 3110
"’HOPE THEATRE DEPARTMENT BOX OFFICE:
616-329-1449
HOPE ART DEPARTMENT: 616-392-5111 ext. 3170
Community & College
August Seminars, Aug. 6-10, 9 a.m. -12:15
Courses available for audit, one or .two hours of undergradu-
ate credit, or one hour of graduate credit. For more informa-
tion, contact (616) 392-5111, ext. 3060 or 2020.
The Poetry in Children
An illustrated course in freeing poetic language in children,
using seminar participants and children as subjects.
Preserver and Destroyer: Love in Shakespeare
A comparative study of As You Like It and Othello explor-
ing Shakespeare's treatment of the greatest human emotion '
in a tragedy and comedy.
Writings in a State of Siege
A study of South African short stories and novels reflecting
both on the works as literature and on their place in South
African society.
Coming of Age in 1984: George Orwell
A timely consideration of George Orwell's attitude towards
language and reality in Animal Farm, 1984, and selected
essays.
Hitler's Rise to Power
A survey of the political, economic and social conditions in
the 1920's and 1930's, focusing on the emergence of Adolf
Hitler as a political force.
Elderhostel
Two sessions of Elderhostel will be held on the Hope
College Campus this summer. Elderhostel is a network of
more than 600 educational institutions which offer special
short-term, residential, academic programs for older adults.
The aim of Elderhostel is to provide intellectual stimulation
and the adventure of new experiences.
The first session of Elderhostel will be June 17-23 and the
second from July 8-14.
First-session courses will be: "Why Touch Your Toes?,"
"The Dutch Connection" and "What's in Your Food?." The
second session will substitute "Water, Water Everywhere"
for "What's in Your Food?."
The cost per session is $180, including room and board.
For further information contact Elderhostel, 100 Boylston
St., Boston Mass. 021'16.
Summer at the Dow Center
Facilities include three basketball courts, running track,
weight room, swimming pool with diving area and modern
dance studio. Lockers and showers available. Individual and
family summer memberships offered. The following sum-
mer programs for youth. will be offered:
Swim Program: July 1-6, 8:30 a.m. -noon. Boys and girls,
lst-6th grades.
Basketball School: July 9-20. Boys entering 5th-12th grades.
Soccer School: July 30-Aug. 3. Boys entering 4th-9th
grades.
Basketball Camp: June 25-29. Girls entering 7th-12th
grades.
For more information, phone (616)392-5111, ext. 3270
Sciences
Chemistry Department Seminars, weekly, normally Fri-
day afternoons, Peale Science Center; research seminars by
academic and industrial scientists. For details, contact De-
partment of Chemistry, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3213.
Biology Department Seminars, weekly, normally Friday
afternoons, Peale Science Center; research seminars by aca-
demic, medical and industrial scientists. For details, contact
Department of Biology, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3212.
Mathematics Department Seminars, weekly, normally
Tuesdays, 3 p.m., VanderWerf Hall; research reports and
advanced topic presentations by visiting seientists, faculty
and students. For details, contact Department of Mathemat-
ics, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3001.
Humanities
Staley Lecture Series, April 16-18, 11 a.m.. Dr. Howard
Hageman, president. New Brunswick Seminary.
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The first 30 years are the hardest
Personal reflections on the pilgrimage
of a college professor
by Cy Voogd
who Iasi spring exchanged his office kegs for
the title emeritus professor of religion.
First five years
To reap revenge and seek compensation for the
rigors of your graduate training, you
administer undue assignments to your first-
year students.
You get used to preparing class lectures one
hour before class sessions.
For the sake of impression you carry a loaded
briefcase into class sessions.
Students mistakenly address you as a fellow
student, unaware that you are an esteemed
professor.
Friday night becomes the best night of the
week.
You earnestly endeavor to augment your income
by begging for summer term classes; when
this fails you avidly seek summer
employment
You count the days to your next pay check and
when the day arrives you haunt the mail box.
You and your wife finally become adjusted to
moving from apartment to apartment
You manage to take your wife out for a
hamburg at Russ' once a month.
After the twentieth year
You begin to look forward to your summer
break and leave the summer school teaching
to your younger colleagues.
You attend professional society meetings for
pure personal enjoyment and enhancement
and not to gain exposure.
You keep your smile to yourself when bright
young instructors come up with "new"
curriculum or teaching ideas that were tried
fifteen years ago.
You schedule morning classes and office hours
either very early or very late in the day.
You stop giving extra-credit work to students
who want to know at the last minute "if there
is anything I can do about my grade."
You finally manage to enjoy the summer break
with less financial strain.
You realize more and more that departments are
run by secretaries.
You quietly and tactfully encourage your sons
and daughters to attend Hope in order to
take advantage of the tuition waiver.
Being promoted to the status of professor, you
cease to worry and fret about promotion and
tenure matters.
Your term of service on the academic affairs
board ends and you are finally privileged to
sit in on the faculty evaluation committee.
'Hope hands7 retire
Paul G. Fried, professor of history, and
Lars I. Granberg, Peter C. and Emajean Cook
professor of psychology, will retire this
spring.
"Dr. Fried and Dr. Granberg will be
missed, both by their colleagues and by their
students," says Hope President Gordon J.
Van Wylen. "Hope is a broader, stronger and
nobler institution because of them. . . . They
are a vivid reminder that one of our most
important resources is our faculty. We are
grateful to God for these two gracious, dis-
tinguished colleagues and servants."
Fried, a 1946 graduate of Hope who joined
the faculty In 1953, is recognized as the chief
architect of Hope's international education
program.
"It is not surprising that the member of
the Hope College community who during the
last half century has done more than any
other individual to internationalize Hope Col-
lege is himself Hope's most international cit-
izen," notes Professor-Emeritus of English
and former dean John Hollenbach.-
Born in Germany to Austrian parents,
Fried's early years were shaped by the tur-
bulence of pre- World War II Europe. His
mother was a medical doctor and his father
was a journalist. Both were outspoken and
held advanced ideas that earmarked them as
enemies of the Nazi movement. This status
resulted in forced eviction from Germany,
family separations, confinement in jail for
young Fried after German troops invaded
Austria, and, ultimately, death in concentra-
tion camps for his parents and both brothers.
Fried was released from prison and de-
ported to Czechoslovakia. Circuitous routing
took him to England and from there to Amer-
ica. He came to Hope in 1940, the result of
connections with a Presbyterian Church min-
ister for whom he had briefly worked during
an international missionary conference in
Vienna three years earlier.
At the end of his sophomore year Fried
enlisted in the U.S. Army, eventually serving
in the Intelligence Corps.
He returned to Hope, graduated and went
on to Harvard where he earned a master's in
history with plans to go on for a doctorate.
His developing research interest in the rise
of Nazism led to the decision to interrupt his
studies to apply for a position as translator
with the American delegation to the
Niirnberg War Trials. While part of this
Continued on page 9
Provost picked for presidency
David G. Marker, provost since 1974 and a
professor of physics at Hope since 1965, has
been appointed the 14th president of Cornell
College in Mount Vernon, Iowa, effective
July 1.
Cornell is an independent, private liberal
arts college affiliated with the United Meth-
odist Church. It enrolls about 1,000 students
who study according to an innovative curricu-
lar plan called "One-Course-At-A-Time."
During his 19 years at Hope Marker com-
piled a distinguished record of academic and
administrative service. He was named a full
professor in 1971. He earned numerous re-
search grants, published widely in significant
scientific journals and was elected the Hope
Outstanding Professor-Educator by students
in 1970.
His administrative career began when he
was appointed administrative director of the
Computer Center in 1969. He became chair-
person of the computer science department
and associate dean of academic affairs in 1973
and was named provost in 1974.
As provost he directed a new academic
goverance system of divisional deanship be-
Continncd on page 9 DAVID MARKER
After the fifth year
You learn to avoid parking hassels by either
walking or riding your bike to campus.
You notice that the president finally remembers
who you are and what you do.
You stop letting students borrow your books.
You begin to regard student evaluations of your
teaching with less terror and more humor.
You file the positive and eliminate the
negative.
You learn to expect to find at least one term
paper under your office door an hour after
you have turned in your grade sheets.
You get used to the fact that only senior
professors have offices with windows.
While still cemented on the chapel committee,
you finally get off the campus life committee.
After the tenth year
You cease to be overly concerned about student
misspellings on essays and term papers.
You stop hanging on to old building and office
keys, just in case.
You learn to avoid textbook sales
representatives.
You stop assigning ten to fifteen page term
papers.
You discover a new impetus for writing new
course proposals.
To avoid appointment to ad hoc committees
you learn to keep your mouth shut during
committee and faculty meetings.
You are no longer embarrassed to say "I don't
know" in the classroom.
You attend professional society meetings not as
a learning experience, but to meet people, to
seek out job opportunities, or to make
yourself known.
You now hire a baby sitter once a week and
impress your wife by taking her out to dinner
at Holiday Inn instead of Russ'.
You finally get promoted to the curriculum
committee.
After the fifteenth year
How that your children are all in school during
the day, you encourage your wife to get a
part-time job.
You leave your bike in the garage and return to
driving your car to campus, now leaving at
7:30 to ensure getting a parking space.
You get used to no longer being asked to
chaperone fraternity and sorority parties.
You begin to figure out ways to get out of
attending graduation ceremonies.
You get used to students looking younger every
year.
You stop checking your campus mailbox twice a
day.
You avoid summer travel abroad with thirty
students, even if your way is paid.
You give up the idea of spending an entire
summer reading all the recent publications in
your area of specialization.
You finally get off the curriculum committee and
are promoted to the academic affairs board.
After the twenty-fifth year
You discover that many of the books in your
office are not only dust-covered but are
beginning to smell bad.
You trade your windowed office for one nearer
to the rest room.
You no longer read the anchor.
You stop feeling embarrassed about having to
glance at the name tags of former students
during homecoming weekend.
You become accustomed to freshmen students
saying: "My mother or dad had you in class
and said to say hello to you."
You arrange your class schedule so that you
have at least one afternoon off a week.
You finally manage to complete a book for
publication.
You decide not to take out a life membership In
your professional societies.
Now that the family has "flown the coop" you
purchase an entree card and take your wife
out for dinner at Point West
After the thirtieth year
You finally address yourself to the task of
cleaning out your file drawers.
You give up the idea of a retirement home in
the woods and concentrate instead on the
roses in your backyard.
You reaffirm the realization that you should stop
trying to entertain your students in the
classroom.
You are now seldom required to show your
faculty ID card at tfie basketball or football
games.
You find a certain delight in taking a dignified
stroll through the campus green, even
though no one notices.
You are no longer nominated for campus and
faculty committees.
Those cherished dinner engagements with your
wife are now replaced by baby sitting
experiences with your grandchildren.
After thirty-five years
You begin to relish the subdued and casual
references to yourself as being the patriarch
of the department
In your final year of teaching you find it
exhilarating:
a. not to be prodded by the book store for
text book orders for the next fall season.
b. not to have to formulate a fall class
schedule.
c. not to have to vote on next year's
calendar.
You realize and appreciate more and more the
deep personal ties that have been
permanently established between you and
your colleagues in your department and
throughout the campus through many years.
Finally and sincerely you realize that you have
been truly blessed by God in the privilege of
serving and witnessing in one of the noblest
professions in the world and in one of the
finest colleges on earth.
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Going for a fifth
by Dick Hoekstra
Keith De Vries puts opponent on hold.
Hope College has amassed its largest lead
ever at this point in the Michigan Inter-
collegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) all-
sports trophy race. At the close of another
successful winter sports season, Hope led sec-
ond-place Alma by 17 points, 99-82. Albion
followed with 75 markers, Calvin 69, Adrian
52, Kalamazoo 49, and Olivet 42.
A year ago, Hope led Albion 98-83 and in
1981-82, the first year the all-sports stand-
ings were based on both men's and women's
sports, Hope led Albion 95-83.
This winter Hope added titles in men's
basketball and women's swimming to fall
championships in men's cross country and
soccer.-
So far this year, no Hope team has finished
lower than fourth place in the seven-team
conference.
If Hope can hold on to claim its fifth
straight MIAA all-sports award, it would tie
Albion and Kalamazoo for most times having
won the trophy (13).
Men's Basketball:
Winning many, losing two
The Flying Dutchmen put together their
most successful season ever as they won all
22 regular season and 12 MIAA contests in
claiming their fourth consecutive league title.
Making their third straight NCAA tourna-
ment appearance, Hope then fell to
Heidelberg, Ohio, and Capital, Ohio, at the
Division III Regionals, hosted by DePauw
University in Greencastle, Ind. (see accom-
panying essay).
Hope's 22-0 regular season record was best
ever for an MIAA team. The best previous
was by the Calvin team of 1960-61 (20-0).
Hope's 22 wins also tied a league mark now
shared with 22-1 Calvin teams of 1971-72
and 1974-75. The latter Calvin squad was
also the last to assemble an unblemished
league mark.
As Hope amassed its record 22 wins in a
row, the NCAA Division III poll rated the
Dutchmen second in its initial ranking and a
unanimous No. #1 over the next eight
weeks, including its final poll. In the last
three weeks of the poll, Hope had the distinc-
tion of being the only team among the 651
basketball-playing NCAA schools, in all divi-
sions, to be unbeaten.
For the third successive season, Hope re-
mained undefeated (10-0) at the Holland Civic
Center while playing before capacity crowds,
including a 2,851 record sellout for its home
finale against Olivet.
The Flying Dutchmen outscored their oppo-
nents by an average of 17 points per game
during the 1983-84 season and shot a record-
setting 53.7 percent from the floor as a team.
The 22-2 season raised Coach Glenn Van-
Wieren's seven-year coaching record to
106-53 and 60-11 over the past three years.
VanWieren reached the century mark after
the 96-62 victory over Concordia, Mich.
In that same contest, senior Jeff Heerdt of
Elmhurst, 111., joined the 14-member 1,000
point club. Heerdt, who closed his collegiate
career with 1,111 points, is now ranked 11th
on Hope's all-time scoring list.
Teammate Chip Henry, a junior from Ken-
twood, Mich., led the Dutchmen in scoring
with a 17.0 points per game average. Heerdt
averaged 11.8, junior Dave Beckman of
Shelby, Mich., 11.5, and junior John Klunder
of Grand Rapids, Mich., 11.3.
Henry and Beckman, who was voted to the
all-tournament team at the NCAA Great
Lakes Regional, finished first and second in
field goal shooting in the MIAA at 66 and 64
percent respectively. Sophomore Scott
Gelander of St. Joseph, Mich., wouhd up
third in the league in free throw shooting at
87 percent.
Henry and senior Todd Schuiling of Grand
Rapids, Mich, earned first first team all-
conference honors for the second straight year
while Heerdt was selected second team all-
MIAA for a third consecutive season.
Henry, besides being selected Hope's most
vaulable, was chosen the league's co-MVP
with Randy Morrison of Olivet college. Hen-
ry and Morrison were also named to the
National Association of Basketball Coaches
(NABC) Division III Great Lakes All-District
first team. Schuiling received second team
status.
Rounding out the list of individual honors
was junior Tod Gugino of Midland, Mich.,
who was selected Hope's most improved
player.
For Coach Gregg Afman's jayvees, fresh-
man Jon Beyer of Allegan, Mich., was named
most improved player. The jayvees finished
12-8 by winning 10 of their last 12 contents.
Women's Swimming:
New coach tests waters
Under first-year coach Sherry Wamsley,
the Flying Dutch rebounded from their first
league loss since 1979-80 to win their fifth
straight MIAA title. Despite a 57-56 loss to
Calvin, Hope entered the annual league
championships in a three-way tie for first
place with Albion and Calvin.
At the MIAA championships, Hope won
seven of 19 events and set four league re-
cords. Individual winners were freshman Sus-
an Solmen of Huntington Woods, Mich.,
sophomore Connie Kramer of Grandville,
Mich., and senior Irene Wang and junior
Katie Andree, both of Holland, Mich.
These four event winners and freshman
Charlotte Johnson of Okemos, Mich., who
qualified for nationals in the 100 yard but-
terfly, were selected all-MIAA.
A)so qualifying for the nationals, which
were held at Emory University in Atlanta,
Ga., were Kramer in the 100 breaststroke
and, for the fourth time in four years, senior
divers Mary DeVries of Holland, Mich., and
Sarah Souter of Grand Rapids, Mich., in both
the one- and three-meter diving. Souter
earned All-America status by placing 10th on
the one-meter board.
Also earning All-American honors by fin-
ishing in ninth place was the 200 yard medley
relay of Kramer, Wang, Johnson, and Sol-
men. The identical lineup also competed in
the 400 medley relay.
Solmen, Johnson, Katie Andree, and
Kramer also qualified in the 200 freestyle
relay and Kramer, Johnson, freshman Betsy
Andree of Holland, Mich., and Katie Andree
in the 800 freestyle relay. Betsy Andree,
sister of Katie,, was named Hope's most im-
proved swimmer.
Named Hope's most valuable swimmer was
Kramer.
Wrestling:
Fourth year at third
Coach Tim Horn's matmen finished in
third place in the MIAA for the fourth con-
secutive year with a 2-4 league dual mark. At
8-8 overall, Hope finished behind nationally
ranked Olivet and unseated Alma irj the
conference.
Sophomore Keith DeVries of Jenison,
Mich., emerged a league champion in the
177-pound weight class at the MIAA champi-
onships, which Hope hosted. DeVries com-
piled a 21-9 mark for the season and earned
all-league honors besides being named Hope's
most valuable wrestler.
Finishing in runnerup spots at the con-
ference meet were sophomore Will Walker of
Howell, Mich., at 142 pounds, senior Dave
Wilbur of Muskegon, Mich., at 158 pounds,,
and sophomore Blaine Newhouse of Portage,
Mich., at 190 pounds.
Newhouse, like DeVries, registered his sec-
ond straight 20-plus victory season, finishing
21-9. Others with impressive records were
freshman Jim Pemberton of Petoskey, Mich.,
16-11 at 118 pounds, and senior Jeff Machiela
of Zeeland, Mich., 17-13 at 167 pounds.
Sophomore Kurt Doeden of Dell Rapids,
S.D., 8-8 at 142 pounds, was selected the
most improved wrestler by his teammates.
Men's Swimming:
Winning many using few
With a high quality and low quantity team
of eight members, the Hope men's swimming
team finished in a third place tie in the MIAA
with a 2-2 mark, 4-4 overall.
Freshman Rob Peel of Grand Haven, Mich.,
won the 100-yard and 50-yard freestyle
events, establishing a league record and
qualifying for the NCAA Division III na-
tionals in the latter.
Also qualifying for the nationals were the
400-yard and 800-yard freestyle relay of Peel,
sophomore Tim Stuk of Muskegon, Mich.,
and juniors Tim Dykema and Rex Romano,
both of Holland, Mich. The nationals were
Wm held at Emory University in Atlanta, Ga.
Peel, Romano, and Dykema each earnedV all-conference honors with Romano and
Dykema repeating from last year.Straining on the sidelines: Swimmers Vicki Kolling, jane Vander Ploeg and Katie Andree await outcome.
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MIAA
Freshman Mike Wiersma of Holland,
Mich., was voted most improved and Peel
Hope's most valuable swimmer.
Women's Basketball:
Inking records
The Flying Dutch enjoyed their most suc-
cessful season in record-breaking fashion. Un-
der coach Marj Snyder, Hope posted a 15-7
overall record and ended fourth in the MIAA
standings with a 7-5 mark. The record was
especially significant because the Dutch play-
ed only seven of their 22 games at home.
Hope won championships in two tourna-
ments, the Covenant Classic in Tennessee and
the Trinity Invitational in Illinois.
The 15 wins was a new record for a season.
The previous high was 11 set in 1978-79.
Hope finished with an eight point margin
of victory over its opponents and twice during
the season put together five-game winning
streaks.
The team set single season records for field
goal shooting (44 percent), free throw ac-
curacy (62 percent), and scoring (68.3 points
per game).
The 95 points scored in a 95-49 victory
over Olivet was a single game school record.
Sophomore Karen Gingras of Lansing,
Mich., set a new Hope single-season scoring
record with 324 points. She finished just one
ahead of teammate Robin Pfeiffer, a senior
from Grand Haven, Mich., who set a season
mark for baskets with 140. Gingras' 73 free
throws was also a single-season record.
Senior Mary Schaap of Holland, Mich., set
a new season record for field goal accuracy at
54 percent and was the recipient of the Barba-
ra Geeting Memorial Award for maximum
overall contribution to the team.
Pfeiffer and Schaap also inked their names
on several career records. Pfeiffer ended with
912 points and 396 baskets in her career while
Schaap wound up the best all-time field goal
shooter at 48.6 percent and rebounder with
606.
Gingras became the first Hope player to be
voted to the MIAA all-conference women's
basketball first team.
Pfeiffer was voted to the all-MIAA second
team, the Michigan small college all-state r
team, and Hope's most valuable player.
Junior Tami Japenga of Grand Haven,
Mich, was named Hope's most improved
player by her teammates.
The Hope women jayvees, under coach
Terri McFarland, finished with a. 6-4 record.
Headliner Athletes
Chip Henry, a junior from Kentwood,
Mich., is Hope's first team basketball All-
American in recognition sponsored by the
National Association of Basketball Coaches.
Henry was one of five players named by
the nation's coaches to the Division 111 first
team. He is the only Michigan player honor-
ed at any level in the competition this year.
A 6' 6" power forward, Henry was voted
the co-most valuable player in the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association this sea-
son. He has been an all-MIAA pick the last
two years.
He led the team in scoring and rebounding
at 17 points and 8.8 boards per game. He
shot 62 percent from the floor and made 72
percent of his free throws. He has a career
scoring average of 13.5 points per game and
a .615 career field goal shooting average.
• • •
Swimmers Connie Kramer, a sophomore
from Grandville, Mich., and Tim Stuk, a
sophomore from Muskegon, Mich., were
awarded AcademicAll-america honors by the
College Swimming Coaches Association of
America. The award is given to national
qualifiers who maintain a 3.5 or better grade
point average. Kramer is a psychology major
who plans a career in marriage and family
counseling. Stuk is a chemistry major.
Psychologist
says: 'As in
basketball,
so in life'
-4>y David Myers
Professor of Psychology
For Hope College, this was the dream bas-
ketball season. No one was graduated from
the previous year's team, which had won 17
games in a row and been ranked as high as
third in the- NCAA's Division III. The 1983-
84 team finished their pre-Christmas games
not only undefeated but also armed with an
easy 79-63 win over a highly touted Division
II school. Little wonder that Hope's hopes
were high. Hopes soon became expectations
as an explosive, fast-breaking offense, an in-
tense defense and a 55 percent team shooting
average gave the team victory margins aver-
aging nearly 20 points per game.
The Dutchmen's fans loved them, and by
season's end were packing the gymnasium an
hour before game time. This was college sport
in its purest form. Like all Division III
schools, Hope offers no athletic scholarships —
just a reputation for academic excellence and a
chance to play for the sheer joy of it. And
that combination was sufficient to entice some
of Michigan's better high school athletes to
Hope — athletes such as power forward Chip
Henry, who shot 62 percent and led the team
in scoring and rebounding, and guard David
Beckman, whose red hot 67 percent shooting
(nearly all on 18 foot jump shots) surpassed
the top shooters among the Division I
universities.
So when the Flying Dutchmen in January
became the unanimous number one ranked
Division III team, basketball fever ran rife. As
"Suddenly it was over."
tourney time approached and the ranking
held, the hometown fans of America's only
undefeated college basketball team (now 22
and 0) flocked by the hundreds to buy tickets
for the regional contest, a five-hour drive
away, and for the NCAA championship game
which, happily enough, was to be played in
nearby Grand Rapids. The hometown news-
paper published a special section on the team
along with pictures of a send-off pep rally,
and every downtown Holland store had win-
dow posters boasting "Hope No. 1. Go for it
in the NCAA."
The first tourney game against unranked
Heidelberg of Ohio began predictably enough.
By half, the Dutchmen were overpowering
their opposition, 48 to 33, thanks to 63 per-
cent shooting. Small wonder that Depauw
University's Mike Steele, coach of their likely
opponent in the next night's regional finals,
remarked that Hope was "probably the best
Division III team ever. They might even have
been ranked No. 1 in Division II."
So in the locker room Heidelberg coach
John Hill told his players to "just go out and
have some fun." Did they ever. After Beck-
man canned another of his 18-footers to up
Hope's lead to 50 to 33, someone put a lid on
Hope's basket and a funnel on Heidelberg's.
Hope's forward wall, which had scored 36
points in the first half, could manage only
one of 11 shots thereafter, while Heidelberg
proceeded to hit seven baskets in a row.
When Heidelberg grabbed a one-point lead
for the first time with 45-seconds remaining,
the Dutchmen played their aces, Henry and
Beckman. But three attempts from the sure-
fingered shooters went in and out.
Suddenly it was over. The dream season
had ended on a nightmarish string of missed
baskets. The players were stunned. The ever-
gracious coach, Glenn Van Wieren, told the
press it was his fault, not his players. Back
home, where the faithful thousands were
glued to radios, there was no joy in Mudville.
On reflection, this particular season — like
every sport season — mirrors the drama of
life. There are some lessons here, lessons that
run deeper than points on a scoreboard. Per-
haps because this season was so dramatic, the
lessons emerge with particular vividness.
Lesson #1: Disciplined effort + a belief
in one's own possibilities = excellence.
The ingredients of the undefeated season were
hundreds of hours of perspiration seasoned
with the inspiration of a goal and a belief in
the ability to achieve it. One Sunday after-
noon, after swishing eight consecutive shots
in the previous night's game,. David Beckman
and a teammate could be seen going one-on-
one in the college gym, practicing themselves
to exhaustion. As in basketball, so in life. The
highest achieving scientists and sales people
typically abound in self-confidence and disci-
plined effort in pursuit of their aims. Believe
in our limitations and, sure enough, they're
ours. Persistently strive for excellence, with-
out being derailed by setbacks and self-
doubts, and we may surprise ourselves.
Lesson #2: Not everything is possible
for those who believe. The big lie of Amer-
ica'a pop psychology is that a positive mental
attitude makes all things possible. "See you
at the top!," proclaims one of Zig Ziglar's
books. The hard reality is that not everyone
can win. Thirty-two teams began the tourna-
ment believing in their possibilities; 31 of
them were destined for eventual disappoint-
ment. Not everyone can become president of
the company or the country. Not everyone
can make a million. Not everyone can rank in
the top 10 percent of the graduating class.
How ironic that the real killjoys sometimes
turn out to be those who proclaim the decep-
tive message that with positive thinking we
can accomplish miracles. The implication is
that if we don't — if we are unhappily mar-
ried, poor, underemployed, have rebellious
children, or lose the big game — we have but
ourselves to blame. Shame. Tssk, tssk. If only
we had tried harder, been more disciplined,
less stupid.
Lesson #3: An experience of success
changes our definition of success. Having
won 22 games and then lost one, the Hope
players and fans, fully acclimated to success,
felt depressed. This illustrates a principle that
has been recognized from ancient philosophy
to contemporary psychology: Success and
failure, satisfaction and dissatisfaction are rel-
"Hopes became expectations."
ative to our prior experience. We use our past
to calibrate our expectations for the future. If
our achievements rise above these expecta-
tions, we experience success and satisfaction;
if they fall below, we feel dissatisfied and
frustrated.
If the successes persist an interesting phe-
nomenon inevitably occurs: What once
brought joy now brings a neutral response,
what once was neutral is now viewed as
defeat. Increased income, leisure time, or so-
cial prestige can provide an initial surge of
pleasure. Yet, before long, the feeling wanes.
Black and white television, once a thrill, now
seems ordinary. We constantly require a
higher level achievement, a bigger "fix" to
sustain the thrill. And with rising expecta-
tions comes the risk of bigger disappoint-
ments. "Blessed is he who expects nothing,
for he shall never be disappointed," said Al-
exander Pope. In sport, as in all of life, the
biggest disappointments are born of the high-
est hopes.
Lesson #4: The reality and possibility
of the bad outcome is what makes the
good outcome so gratifying. For the Boston
Celtics to have conquered the NCAA Division
III would have brought no pleasure, for it is
the real possibility of defeat that creates joy
in the victory. There are no ups without
downs. Knowing what it means to be sick
makes possible an appreciation of health. Ex-
periencing the pain of separation prepares us
for the joy of reunion. Facing the reality of
death enables us to celebrate life. In life as in
sport, there is little pleasure in the good
things apart from the possibility of the bad.
Lesson #5: Chance events can make all
the difference. After thousands of hours
preparation, the single shot that rattled and
came out proved the difference. A fraction of
an inch, so trivial, proved so consequential.
Again, sport mirrors life. After traveling for
hours, two cars just happen to meet at the
same intersection, and a life is snuffed. Had
anything been different, the fateful outcome
would have, could have, should have been
avoided.
For the victor, it was the shot that rattled
and dropped in that made all the difference.
Such fortuitous events can bless our lives.
The actress Nancy Davis might never have
met her future husband had she not through
a postal mixup begun to receive announce-
ments of communist meetings intended for
another person of the same name. Fearing hei
career might be jeopardized by mistaken iden-
tity, she went to see the president of the
Screen Actors Guild, Ronald Reagan. The resi
is history.
In such ways as these, sport is a microcosir
of life: of our potentials and our limits; of
what disciplined effort can achieve, aided or
hindered by chance events; of the ironic prob
lems that accompany an ever-rising standard
of success; and of the pleasures made possible
by our experiences of failure.
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Knowing the dancer, know
by Eileen Beyer
"I never look back,” says Maxine De
Bruyn, back to barre and mirrors as she
peels off the knitted leg warmers which are
the latest trappings of her trade.
And she is, for the most part, true to her
word. Even this spring, at the 10th anni-
versary of the annual dance concerts which
were developed under her vision and direc-
tion, even now she resists nostalgia.
An obvious evasion?: The theme of the
piece she's choreographing for this year's
concert, opening April 12, is outer space, a
choice that has implicit demands for depar-
tures, most notably the requirement that
the dancers move as if gravity doesn't ex-
ist. The dozens of photographs from past
concerts which are slapped around her of-
fice for inspiration have bequethed little to
this year's work. One can't help wonder if
the futuristic cast of the piece is De
Bruyn's intentional attempt to shrug off or
at least minimize the weighty backwardness
that accompanies many decade-marking
events.
If De Bruyn resists preoccupation with
what's been accomplished, it's probably due
to the fact that she sees herself . yet neck-
deep into developing a program of dance.
There are important steps yet to be taken
before dance will enjoy firm footing at
Hope as a full-fledged academic discipline.
"Dance is the oldest human art form,
and yet it is still an infant in its academic
development,” De Bruyn explains. "It car-
ries the scars of certain social traditions and
of certain religious interpretations. From
my earliest connections with Hope in the
early 1960s on, my intent has never been
to win wars or ram dance down anyone's
throat. My focus has always been on the
future — toward how we could develop, how
we could improve, how we could get
stronger. I've never had concern for how
Hope stood in relation to other dance pro-
grams in terms of stature. What I care
about is how it stands in terms of creating
a dancer."
Perhaps a year from now De Bruyn will
be more ready to look at her laurels.
Spring of '85 is the target date for the final
approval by the state of Michigan of a
majors program in dance at Hope and the
completion of funding for an endowed pro-
fessorship which will bring professional
dancers to Hope to serve as master teachers
for semester-long segments.
That milestone will measure a long way,
both in time and distance, from the infancy
of dance at Hope, a time when De Bruyn's
students were kept safely swaddled in street
clothes, tucked out of sight in, of all places,
the freshman honors English classes of for-
mer professor Jean Protheroe, who was
intrigued with movement as an entry point
for exploring new levels of creative writing.
Then, more than now, De Bruyn played
nanny, prodding first steps from her stu-
dents, cootchy-cooing critics who attacked
dance as anti-intellectual at best, sinful at
worst. De Bruyn's ability to convince and
motivate has always been steeled by her
unshakable belief in the vajue of dance as
an academic discipline.
"I love to teach, to pass on to students
the intellectual abilities that dance can give.
Dance can enhance one's thinking ability
from a creative standpoint. Creative writ-
ers, for instance, frequently come to see the
similarities between dance movements and
parts of language — a prepositional phrase,
for instance. Movement can help students
expand the ways they think, expand the
ways they move as individuals — because
dancers are always synthesizing and
integrating."
Patiently but deliberately, during the past
20 years De Bruyn has built her program.
Raised near Boston, she came to know
Michigan as an undergraduate at Michigan
State University, where she studied dance
(mostly ballet), was a cheerleader and met
her husband, a native of Holland. After
graduation she headed for New York City
where she danced professionally before ac-
cepting a position that took her back to the
Boston area to teach dance and eventually
administer an integrated arts program for
an innovative public school system there.
Her husband was completing graduate work
at Harvard. Degree in hand, the couple
headed for Holland and the family busi-
ness. For Maxine, the conservative nature
of the town meant dancing before no one
in the small-scaled interiors of home.
"It was 1962. Dance went on ice," she
says with more matter-of-factness than
malice.
But De Bruyn's resolute reconciliation to
the realities of her new home proved, for-
tunately, discardable when a member of
Hope Reformed Church returned from a
trip to the West Coast full of enthusiasm
for sacred dance and solicitous for De
Bruyn's assistance in getting such a troupe
started locally.
Ready for anything but anticipating
mostly trouble, De Bruyn agreed. A group
formed, rehearsed and finally presented a
rendition of "The Lord's Prayer" to a
gathering of Reformed Church women.
They were touched and encouraged by the
response they received.
One of the members of this original
sacred dance group (with some turnover,
it's still going strong under De Bruyn's
direction) was Jean Protheroe of Hope's
faculty and she was the connection that
brought De Bruyn to campus, dance to
Hope.
When Protheroe resigned in 1968, that
connection was severed. Unwilling to go
back on ice and encouraged by what she'd
seen happen with Hope students ("Most
students come to Hope so hungry for
movement that they jump into it with both
feet"), De Bruyn followed up on a talk she
had months earlier with Hope's athletic
trainer at that time, the late Larry Green,
who possessed about as much dance de-
ftness as a bouncer but saw its potential for
training athletes and improving physical
tone.
And so it was from the English depart-
ment on to the physical education depart-
ment, where dance stayed for a number of
years and slowly grew. Courses in ballet
were added to courses in modern dance;
then came tap and jazz; then some theory
courses were added to the technique
courses; then students asked for skills in
teaching dance and a methods course came
into being; followed by courses in dance
history; followed, in 1975, by a dance
minor that was certified for kindergarten-
12th grade; followed by the College's per-
mission to renovate the Juliana Room in
Durfee Hall into a professional dance stu-
dio, provided De Bruyn raise the money,
which she did (this, she says, was a turning
point of acceptance); followed by the dance
studio in the new Dow Center; followed by
separate status as a department; followed
by a composite major in theatre and dance;
followed by the now-in-progress dance
major.
And in between came the concerts.
Dances I-X.
"Once we had classes in the four
forms — modern, ballet, jazz and tap — in
place, concerts were the next step. Because
if you really want to look at dance as an
artistic dimension, then you have to take
students beyond the technical level to the
finished product. In dance, the finished
product is performance. Students had been
putting together some of their own pieces
in the theatre and we decided to expand on
the student standpoint of students choreog-
raphing students in a small fashion. We
decided to make it a performing experience,
to hold auditions and culminate the art
form."
Participating in the dance concerts is
strictly an extracurricular activity. As De
Bruyn puts it: "Students put in many,
many hours of hard work for a few mo-
ments of the joy of performing on a
stage." Guest artists come in from New
York to add another dimension to the con-
cert and to give students behind-the-stage
views of how professionals keep their
nerves from working against them. This
year's guest is a modern dancer, Irene
Feigenheimer.
The queues at auditions and later at the
box office certainly are proof that dance has
gained not only acceptance but a following
at Hope and in the community. And there
is little doubt that the tradition of the
annual concerts has helped teach audiences
more about how shapes, movements, lights,
costumes and decor interplay to create art
that is both form and communication.
The concerts have also given De Bruyn
and her colleagues (two other dance in-
structors now work with her) the chance to
work creatively through choreography, an
art which for De Bruyn is ongoing and
immensely satisfying.
"After a while, the searching for ideas to
choreograph becomes like a game — it's in-
triguing and you're always out there look-
ing for things to use. I think good artists,
whether they're in music or dance or the-
atre or the visual arts, are always creating,
always thinking about what might happen
if this or that were used in this or that
way, until -they reach the point of 'Aha, I
have it, now I've got to go and express it,
I've got to go and deliver this.'"
For De Bruyn, ideas for choreography *
frequently are hinged to music she hears.
She notes that listening to music is never
relaxing for her because of her habit of
approaching it in a state that is nothing less
than utterly perked.
As important as music is to her »
creativity, she also subsumes into her men-
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ving the dance
uiisflttkcl).
tal backpack such diverse influences as
,n watching someone walk down the street,
listening to someone talk in a lecture hall
e to or the campus coffee shop, leafing through
an a magazine at the dentist, going to New
York (a regular mecca), stopping by a phra-
se in a book.
l5 to "1 jot my ideas down and throw them
jn. into one folder. Then every so often 1 go
01(. back and scratch around in there and take a
tS( second look at them. Many times that
1C. second look is as far as an idea gets, but
ing, sometimes I start building an idea into an
,en image."
De Bruyn never simply creates steps
! | which are passed on to dancers for memo-
•t rization. Instead, she looks for movements
that fit her individual dancers.
y tm "1 do more developing off their bodies
rs than mine. I try to meet them where
,er they're at technically — and then push them
ahead so it's real growth and challenge for
, less them and, at the same time, something
they can handle and feel good about when
^ it hits the stage."
non-
Although she appreciates all dance forms,
she's challenged by the freedom of modern
dance.
"Modern dance does not make sequences
by stringing set techniques. Modern dance
will take a technique and push it, mold it
and develop in a new way so that you see
the technique — say, a plie or a turn or a
chasse or a glissade — with a different ac-
cent or maybe a changed level or line of
focus and pretty soon, if you push that
concept far enough, you end up not having
that technique at all but something else, a
brand new movement. . . .
"And that's one of the exciting things
about dance that 1 try to pass on to stu-
dents: Dance is a moving art. It moves! It's
ongoing, frame by frame by frame and you
catch one glimpse and the next glimpse and
all those frames go together to give the
person in the seat viewing it a gut feeling
of what you're trying to say."
Emotion is a part of dance, but a much
larger part, says De Bruyn, is discipline.
She works her students hard, particularly
those, such as senior John Fanthorpe, who
are planning careers as professional danc-
ers. She emphasizes the development of
physical strength, overcoming things such
as the weak feet most American students
drag into her studios. She also tests psy-
chological and spiritual mettle, to help pre-
pare for the rigors of life as a performer.
"There is a strong spiritual dimension
that is necessary to get a performer
through the low tides, to keep the body
from collapsing'. For me, that dimension
has been my Christianity. I don't preach
any sermons in my studio but I do let
students know that dancers need strong
faiths. Obviously, hot all have the same
faith; but all need a faith."
De Bruyn admits that it's hard as a
teacher to know when to- encourage and
when to criticize. Apparently, she's found
the right balance. Her classes are bulging
and she's trained several students who have
gone on to impressive careers in dance.
"It's hard to get a compliment out of
her," says Fanthorpe. "What you look for
are her pats on the back. She's a good
motivator, mostly because she. explains
what' she's asking you to do and why."
"I think her strong point is her ability to
get her dancers enthused," says Michael
Grindstaff, lighting designer for the theatr.e
department who has collaborated with De
Bruyn on all 10 concerts, an experience
which he says has been fun because of the
increased options one has lighting dance as
opposed to drama, such as the chance to dig
out slightly outrageous colors such as good-
old, but rarely-seen "Plush Pink."
Friends talk about De Bruyn's self-giving
side — she conducts regular exercise sessions
for church groups and residents of a senior
citizen facility in Holland, on top of her
work with the sacred dance group. Similar-
ly, for years she's coached Hope's
cheerleaders. De Bruyn says she gains new
insights into how the body works from all
of these group activities.
Friends also point to her strong opinions,
her courage, faith and determination, par-
ticularly apparent several years ago when
she went through a mastectomy if not in
grand leap-style then surely with her chin
ever up and her spirits focused ahead.
"A dancer can't rest," says De Bruyn.
"If you do, you miss a beat."
Another thing she says about dancers is
that they "hog space." While few would
say dance at Hope has come anywhere near
to taking more than it's fair share, most
agree that, thanks entirely to the moxie of
someone described once as "that lady in
leotards that's been running around campus
for years," dance at Hope has come to
claim its rightful corner of the curriculum.
Retirees
Continued from page 5
historic process. Fried completed his disserta-
tion and received a doctor of philosophy de-
gree from the University of Erlangen. He
stayed on in Germany for two more years as
a civilian employed by the United States Air
Force Historical Research Division, mainly
questioning German prisoners of war who
had worked behind the Iron Curtain and were
returning to the West.
He joined Hope's faculty in 1953, receiving
the offer of a temporary appointment the day
before the fall semester was to begin. This
appointment soon became permanent and in
1964 his duties were expanded to include the
directorship of international education.
Fried's chief legacy to Hope is the Vienna
Summer School, which he established in
1957. One of the oldest and most highly
regarded summer study-abroad programs, the
Vienna Summer School centers on a six-week
program in one place, a "settled down" ap-
proach with a high degree of what Fried
considers to be the ideal — "natural contact"
between the Hope foreigners and the natives
of this city so saturated with cultural offer-
ings and historical significance.
A more recent contribution has been the
establishment in 1965 of an exchange pro-
gram between Hope and Meiji Gakuin Uni-
versity in Tokyo.
Fried has been recognized with The Gold
Medal of Merit award from the Federal Gov-
ernment of Austria, bestowed in recognition
of his. services, in fostering international un-
derstanding. In 1981, when he retired his post
as director of international education, the
Vienna Scholarship Fund, established in his
honor to help bring Austrian students to
Hope, was renamed the Paul G. Fried Fund
and its intents broadened in scope.
Fried was also a leader in the formation of
the Great Lakes Colleges Association's inter-
national program in the early 1960s and for
two decades was a member of the committee
which monitored the GLCA's overseas cen-
ters. He also held liaison positions with the
Institute for European Studies.
Throughout his administrative duties. Fried
continued to teach history part-time, return-
ing fulltime to the classroom in 1982. His
specialty area is modern European history.
His ability to put individual incidents into the
context of history's broad spectacle, plus the
possession of what one colleague has termed
"an encyclopedic memory" have dis-
tinguished Fried's professional life.
"It is disconcerting to some students to
think of history in terms of cause and effect,
instead of chronology. But that has always
been the important part of the discipline for
me, to question how events come about and
what impact they have had," Fried notes.
In recent years Fried has developed an
interest in Holland history, a pragmatic deci-
sion based on the desire to do research using
original sources ("for the excitement of doing
history that no one else has done," he notes).
A major focus has been the life of Gerrit
Kollen,- president of Hope 1893-1911.
Retirement plans include the continuation
of his local history research and frequent
indulgence of his insatiable travel lust. He
will maintain his near-campus residence,
which, according to Fried's neighbor and his
dean, Jacob Nyenhuis, has become a "fabled"
hospitality center for fellow faculty, interna-
tional students, alumni, and visiting pro-
fessors and diplomats.
Lars Granberg joined Hope's faculty in
1947. A Norwegian immigrant, he was edu-
cated at Wheaton College in Illinois and the
University of Chicago, where he earned a
master's in counseling and guidance and, a
few years after coming to Hope, a Ph.D. in
human development.
"Dr. Granberg's distinctive contribution to
Hope has been as a gifted teacher and able
scholar who has a world-and-life view that is
permeated with a well-informed Christian
faith, and as one who has consistently set
high academic standards for himself and his
students. Added to these gifts are a love for
people and the ability to lead," notes Presi-
dent Van Wylen.
Granberg was twice solicited away from
Hope for other positions, first in 1954 as
professor and dean of students at Fuller The-
ological Seminary and then in 1966 as presi-
dent of Northwestern College.
He returned to Hope in 1975 as dean for
the social sciences, an inaugural participant in
an expanded structure for academic admin-
istration. He was soon named to a newly
established endowed chair, the Peter C. and
Emajean Cook Professorship.
In 1978 he returned to the classroom —
where, despite his administrative traits, he
claims he's always felt most comfortable — and
became general director of interdisciplinary
studies, with special responsibility for Hope's
Senior Seminar program. The Senior Seminar
is considered the "capstone course" to a Hope
education. Students elect from such values-
laden courses as "Religious Perspectives in
the Drama," "Psychological Research and
Christian Belief," "Science and Human Val-
ues" and "Business and Ethics."
- "The Senior Seminars give students the
chance to ask themselves to what they are
centrally committed, what this commitment
does to their priorities and how it will affect
their futures.
"It's a personal course that overcomes one
of the weaknesses of the higher education
program by providing a chance for
synthesis."
One of the accomplishments of his earlier
years at Hope was the establishment of a
counseling service in 1960, which he subse-
quently directed for five years. The service
was more a formalization than an extension
of the College's well-established "warm, pas-
toral atmosphere," Granberg states. Today's
Counseling Center employs a fulltime, profes-
sional counselor and sponsors many personal
growth groups and programs.
One of Granberg's first concerns when he
came to Hope was whether he would be
required to join the Reformed Church, a
denomination with which the College was
affiliated and with which he had no prior
acquaintance. He was assured that no such
step would be required, yet in the years that
followed he voluntarily aligned himself with
the denomination, in time assuming many
positions of influence and leadership.
He has frequently been invited to lecture
and write on a variety of topics that relate
psychology and Christian faith.
"Lars is a man of depth and vision. He is
’ widely read and thinks deeply about ideas and
issues that matter . . . ," notes Jim Bultman,
Granberg's current successor in the deanship
for the social sciences.
"Few are able to integrate faith and learn-
ing so meaningfully."
Chief among Granberg's plans for retire-
ment are "to learn how to be retired." He
and his wife Carol will continue to reside in
Holland.
Provost accepts
presidency
Continued from page 5
gun in 1975 and strengthened internal opera-
tions. He encouraged faculty development and
Hope's program in this area was cited several
years ago by the Association of American
Colleges in a book entitled Effective Ap-
proaches to Faculty Development.
Recognized nationally as a cpnsultant and
speaker on computer literacy in the liberal
arts. Marker encouraged computer-assisted in-
struction at Hope and led the College through
two rounds of major computer acquisitions.
A first-rate and devoted scientist, Marker
has been recognized at Hope as a spirited
supporter of the humanities and visual arts.
The final concert by the Grand Rapids Sym-
phony in this year's Great Performance Se-
ries, revitalized under Marker's leadership,
was dedicated to him in appreciation for his
"vision of excellence for all the arts" and the
"tangible support" he provided to achieve
that vision.
The faculty bestowed a resolution in honor
of Marker at a recent meeting.
During his years at Hope, Marker provided
leadership to the Great Lakes Colleges Asso-
ciation, the Association of Independent Col-
leges and Universities of Michigan and other
professional organizations.
A devoted Episcopalian, he received the
Bishop's Service Cross from the Diocese of
Western Michigan in 1972.
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OPINION
Why doesn’t
Hope have
more black
students ?
Ever since 1954 when the landmark case of Brown v. Board of Education outlawed school segregation, the number of
black students enrolled at majority white institutions has been increasing.
According to data from the American Council on Education, seven out of every 10 black students in America today attend
institutions at which they are part of a minority enrollment Before 1954 more than 90 percent of American black students
were at black colleges.
Twenty years after the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, it is obvious that there has been social and economic
progress for blacks and changing perceptions of race relations. At the same time, Hope is facing the formidable challenge
of dwindling black enrollments. This year 13 black students constitute .5 percent of the total student body.
There are many opinions about why Hope doesn't have more black students. Essayist Allen Smith, 1972 Hope alumnus
and lawyer in private practice in Indianapolis, Ind., a former county public defender and senior trial attorney with the CI.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, presented his opinions at the recent all-College Critical Issues Symposium,
this year themed Civil Rights in the CInited States: The State of the Dream. 1 His are the critical observations of someone
from the outside looking back in. The views of Hope administrators and students add other dimensions to consideration of
this complex issue.
Black & White at Hope:
Administrators say likes attract
Jim Bekkering, dean for admissions, says
that from his relatively recent perspective (he
joined Hope's staff in 1980) the main reason
Hope can't attract black students is that it
doesn't have a black student community to
advertise. Morover, the community of Hol-
land has only a handful of black residents.
Therefore, says Bekkering, blacks who come
to Hope need ''pioneering spirits;" they must
"There is a different
tone today, a different
set of influences from
the adult black
community. There is
less tendency to stress
differences, to stress a
minority status."
be students who are willing to integrate, to
mainstream, rather than rely on a support
system of other black students, black faculty
or black acquaintances in the community.
Bekkering says the admissions office has
concentrated efforts on recruiting blacks from
nearby locations — such as Muskegon Heights,
Benton Harbor, South Haven, Grand Rapids
and Kalamazoo — and is also attempting to
recruit from Chicago through the efforts of
the Rev. Ben Johnson, a black Reformed
Church minister there, and from Detroit
through programs such as bus trips to
campus.
Bekkering says the admissions staff fre-
quently has no way of knowing if an appli-
cant is black and it is rare nowadays for a
student to use the essay section of the admis-
sions form to establish racial identity.
"There is a different tone today, a different
set of influences from the adult black commu-
nity. There is less tendency to stress dif-
ferences, to stress a minority status."
Bekkering says the only special treatment a
black applicant might receive at Hope is that
the scores of standardized tests, which studies
have shown to be culturally biased, may be
overlooked if they're weak but all other fac-
tors, such as high school grades, meet normal
criteria.
Jon Huisken, registrar, says Hope doesn't
have more black students because the com-
petition for black students from other institu-
tions is intense, frequently muscled with
"There has to be some
agreement in word
and deed."
generous financial aid incentives. Hope has no
special funds for recruiting black students.
Huisken says he's contended for a long time
that the only way to "get serious" about the
recruitment of minority students is to put
some money into the effort.
Huisken agrees that the recruitment of
black students is made more difficult by the
fact that currently black students make up
only .5 percent of the student body. More-
over, with only two blacks on the faculty,
neither of whom is American-born, students
are likely to assume they'll have to scrounge
for role models and might be closed out of
the informal networks that enhance academic
experience and aid in professional
development.
The recruitment of minority students "def-'
initely is still a goal for this institution that is
always on the agenda," Huisken says, despite
the current discouraging statistics. Moreover,
the black students who are at Hope "as a
whole are doing very well academically," he
notes. He sees little in the way of black
assertion on campus, unlike conditions in the
early '70s when there were 60-70 black stu-
dents enrolled, many from urban settings
such as Philadelphia and New York and oth-
ers from the rural area of Brewton, Ala.
"It's the nature of the case here now that
those (black students) who stay at Hope are
able to deal well with the white community,"
Huisken says.
Al Gonzoles, director of Upward Bound,
says present recruitment patterns have set a
pattern of drawing Hope students from pre-
dominately white high schools. He says its
also important to realize that minority stu-
"The recruitment of
minority students is
definitely still a goal
for this institution that
is always on the
agenda."
dents need adequate social, financial and aca-
demic services if they are to have positive and
intellectually rewarding experiences at Hope.
He sees indications that Hope is concerned
with the problem, most notably in the cre-
ation of a subcommittee of the Strategic Plan-
ning Committee. The subcommittee is
"seeking alternatives by reviewing recruiting
and admissions patterns so as to include en-
rollment of black, Hispanic and other minor-
ity students," Gonzales says.
Bruce Himebaugh, Director of Financial
Aid, says Hope's financial aid program, like
all the College's programs, is administered
without regard to race. Yet, in a less direa
way, he indicates that national changes in
financial aid packaging — the move from gifts
toward loans — may be creating a consumer
gap that keeps low-income parents from en-
couraging their children to apply for admis-
sion to college; middle-income families tend
to accept loans, while low-income families,
because they have had no experience with
loans or unpleasant experiences with debts or
because they are discouraged by the paper-
"The governor of
Michigan recently
proposed a $2.5
million merit program
when the state doesn't
have enough money
now to fund students
with need."
work involved, are less likely to apply for
loans.
Himebaugh adds that Hope's recent deci-
sion to increase significantly its financial aid
program to recognize academic merit "is
working at counter purposes" to the goal of
increasing minority enrollment.
"It's a matter of excellence versus equal-
ity .. . .1 see them as competing forces. But
that's where we're at, even at the state level.
The governor of Michigan recently proposed a
$2.5 million merit program when the state
doesn't have enough money now to fund
students with need."
Don Luidens, associate professor of so-
ciology, says it's his impression that there
haven't been deliberate enough attempts to
recruit in predominately black communities
and that where there have been efforts they
could be improved by better follow-ups.
Secondly, Luidens says he's sensed among
black students at Hope "that Holland is in-
congenial in atmosphere and that it is difficult
to survive here or certainly easier to survive
at a community college or an institution set
in a larger city."
Luidens says black students at Hope have
"The Black Coalition
is seen as an
organization for blacks
only."
told him they're followed "in virtually all
stores" in Holland and that they're "more
likely to be stopped by the local authorities
for chance inspections." Blacks at Hope have
also told him they're isolated from various
organizations.
The Black Coalition is dismissed on campus
as "an organization for blacks" rather than an
organization for the improvement of race re-
lations,. Luidens says.
A student at Hope during its heyday of
minority enrollment, Luidens says in retro-
spect he thinks black students then experi-
enced difficulty because they came from
places vastly different from Holland. He be-
lieves current recruitment efforts should be
centered on communities in West Michigan
which have large black populations.
"Students from these areas might discover
more communality here," he notes.
Kim Roundhouse, senior, thinks part of the
problem is a prejudice that exists among
blacks: they too easily dismiss places like
Hope as little schools for rich white kids and
don't consider them seriously as institutions
that might have something to offer them. At
the same time, she says it's possible that the
liberal arts curriculum might not appeal to
many minority students, who might prefer to
immerse themselves in a particular art or .
skill.
She sees the situation at Hope as self-
"There's no
opportunity (at Hope)
to reach out and
understand another's
background."
perpetuating and believes it's stifling for
white students.
"There's no opportunity to reach out and
understand another's background."
Duane Dede, president of Hope's Black
Coalition, has stated that the College must
make a more conscious effort to increase
minority enrollment and that "there has to
be some agreement in word and deed."
Specifically, Dede recommends hiring a mi-
nority recruiter, widening the recruitment
area and providing more financial aid for
needy students.
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Black & White at Hope:
Alumnus says
by Allen Smith '72
/
The phenomenon of substantial black en-
rollment at Hope occurred while I was a
student. During the years 1968-1972, be-
tween the time I enrolled as a freshman and
the time 1 graduated, black enrollment went
from approximately five students to approx-
imately 80 students. There was also some
increase in the number of Hispanic students
enrolled.
The number of black students at Hope
College has been dwindling over the years
since. I would like to quote a few statistics
that I think are significant: In 1976 therd
were 32 black students on the campus; in '77,
26; in 78, 32; in 79, 26; in '80, 27; '81, 22;
'82, 15; and 1983 shows 13. Obviously, the
number of black students attending this col-
lege has gone down quite dramatically.
Why? The standard answer is that black
students wouldn't want to come to a college
like Hope and black students wouldn't want
to come to a city like Holland because there
are so few black people there to begin with.
It's been my experience that those state-
ments skirt the real issues. Students don't
arrive at any college campus in this country
by accident. Students arrive at places because
they are recruited, because they are shown
some reason they should want to attend par-
ticular institutions.
I think one of the reasons that black stu-
dents, like other students, would want to
come to Hope College is that it is a very fine
academic institution and has quality to
offer. . . .
Color certainly played no part in my deci-
sion to come to Hope. I attended a racially
balanced high school in Indianapolis in a
racially balanced neighborhood. So 1 was used
to having encounters, discussions, friendships,
animosities with students of various ethnic ,
backgrounds. Arriving at Hope in August, the
week we football players came (I originally
came to Hope to play football but soon
changed my mind on that), 1 was awe-struck
by the absence of color on campus. In fact, in
my first minutes I sat down against my bed
and cried. It was something 1 couldn't fath-
om, it struck me all of a sudden — there were
just so many white folks here. But that
feeling quickly passed, when I saw another
black face here, who just happened to be a
fellow student from my high school. We
began to talk and I felt more at ease.
There's no question that as the number of
black students kept on increasing, we felt a
little more comfortable and at home. But also,
as president of the Black Coalition, 1 noticed
another thing: as those increases in numbers
came I found it much easier to talk to the
president of the College about my concerns
quality attracts
regarding black students and black studies.
Because Hope presently has so few minority
students, the College must be aggressive in
presenting its other assets — its academic
strengths — to prospective minority students.
I've had a number of encounter sessions
during this visit to campus on the topic of
what Hope can do about the low number of
black students here. I think the question
revolves around whether or not the College is
truly committed to having a diverse student
population here.
What makes College A different from Col-
lege B? I think one of the things that any
student would like to see in any college
catalog or bulletin is photographs of what
would be more or less a representative sam-
pling of the student population — so even if
there's just one black student at the college, if
there's just one photo of that black student
then another black student who receives that
catalog might be encouraged to come to that
institution. 1 think as long as a school doesn't
do that, they can't help but attract the kind of
people that apparently they want. Black stu-
dents are pictured in Hope's current catalog
but none of the students profiled in the
"Hope People" section is black.
When I was a student here, concerned
faculty and students gave admissions people
addresses and names of different students and
high schools. If they wanted to bring black
students on campus, the Black Coalition was
available to discuss what it was like to be a
black student at Hope^-or any other issues
the visitors wanted to bring up. But it is up
to the leadership of the College, not current
students, to recruit.
Why should Hope want a more diversified
student body? When 1 was in school there
used to be the great theory of America as a
melting pot. 1 don't think anything has ever
melted in America. About the only thing we
can do is get a very much more flavorful
stew. One never wants to lose or forget
where one comes from. I'm very aware of the
fact that I'm a Black-American, an Afro-
American whose historical roots go back to
another continent. But I'm also aware of the
fact that I have very Western ideals and
values concerning the things that I want out
of life. One doesn't have to give up one's
identity to integrate in this society, because it
is a very diverse society and everyone has
something to offer.
What I appreciated about being at Hope
was there were always people interested in
hearing my point; they didn't necessarily
want to adapt to it, but at least they wanted
to hear what it was. And I think that's the
value of cultural diversity — not that you are
going to assume someone else's viewpoint,
but that at least you are going to be exposed
to it.
I think one of the best things a small
liberal arts college has to offer black students
and white students is the fact that it is small:
It is not a job factory. The emphasis at a
school like this is on developing a philosophy
of living that will enable you to deal with the
stresses and strains which you will encounter
whether you become a chemist or an attorney
or whatever. During the time l was at Hope 1
didn't value the College as much as I do now.
I later attended the University of Michigan
and Indiana University and I felt a difference
in terms of the amount of attention and care
that I received from my professors.
Every student asks the question, what am I
going to attain if I go to this particular
institution? And I think it's the responsibility
of the institution's administration to make the
prospective ’student aware of what he or she
can expect to get there.
I think all students, black and white, are
ultimately concerned with the overall reputa-
tion of the college they're considering attend-
ing. It's been my experience that as I
travel — from San Francisco to Denver,
wherever — whenever I say "Hope College,"
it's greeted with a great deal of respect. In
terms of the number of black students, if
Hope College wants to continue as a national
college and have a national consciousness,
then it has to have a more cosmopolitan
enrollment.
There's no question that the country's at-
titude toward racial relations has changed.
There are very few places where you would
go now and have someone call you a racial
name or voice a racial slur. Discrimination
has become more sophisticated with the
times. It's become much more subtle. For
instance, in Indianapolis there's a discotheque
where in order to curtail the number of black
patrons they changed the type of music they
played — from rhythm & blues to country &
western. Racism is still very rampant; the
creature has just changed in its form. There
isn't so much obviousness, but there is a
great deal of passivity.
I think one of the reasons there were so
many black students at Hope when I was an
undergraduate had to do with the kinds of
questions which members of the Black Coali-
tion and members of other campus boards
were asking College leaders — questions such
as: How many black students did you talk to?
How many have you actually actively re-
cruited? What kind of financial aid packages
did you offer? What have you done with the
list of high schools I gave you ? Are you
recruiting in any magazines that minority
students would have exposure to? By asking
very specific questions you can show that it's
not just up to the Black Coalition to be
concerned about this matter. One of the
things I've noticed during my visit is that the
College has expanded greatly, so obviously it
has personnel who know how to get things
done once they make the decision to do
something.
The struggle for civil rights is just that — a
continuing struggle. One can't raise one issue
one time and expect it to be met. It requires
time and persistence. The question is, are you
going to become an activist?
maybe you can help
If you are concerned about minority enrollment at Hope and know of
minority students who might be interested in Hope, contact Jim Bekker-
ing, Admissions Office, by letter or by phoning (616) 392-5111, ext.
2020. If you have suggestions or questions regarding the recruitment of
minority students, contact Bekkering or Hope President Gordon J. Van
Wylen, (616) 392-51 1 1, ext. 2000. If you are a black or Hispanic alum-
nus or alumna and would be interested in participating in special reu-
nions for minority students, contact Vern Schipper, Office of College
Relations, (616) 392-5111, ext. 2030.
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Sleuthing
matter
by Marla Hoffman
. . . The lesson of surfing is a very elegant
one. ... If you paddle out on a huge day
when there are big waves, you are going to
be scared to death. It's a combination of
excitement and fear. Once you take off on
the big wave, you either get nailed — or you
have this amazing ride. . . . But if you sit out
there and wait all day, because you're fright-
.. ened, you’ll still be there when the sun goes
down.
Christine Craft
The newspaper clipping does not decorate
the workshop of a professional surfer or the
bedroom of a teenage enthusiast. Rather, it
trims the office of John van der Velde '52,
professor of elementary particle physics at the
University of Michigan.
Van der Velde is a wind-surfer. And he is
an enthusiast and a participant. Immersion
into a question or an experience is his tested
route to knowledge and skill.
The primary question that van der Velde
has immersed himself in during the past four
years involves a salt mine, light-sensitive re-
ceptors, a computer, and a set of mathe-
matical equations known in physics as the
Grand Unified Theory. This is the IMB pro-
ject, a collaboration of expertise from the
University of Michigan, the University of
California/Irvine, and Brookhaven National
Laboratory. It is an attempt to prove that
protons decay.
High school physics teaches that protons,
with a positive charge, and neutrons, with a
neutral charge, together form the nucleus, or
solid inner core, of atoms, and that negatively
charged electrons spin in various patterns
around the nucleus. However, researchers
theorize that these particles can themselves be
broken down into smaller units. Sound
complicated?
Physicists — theorists and experimentalists
alike — are trying to make things simpler
rather than more complex. Rather than devel-
op different theories to explain all of the
natural phenomena they discover, they are
attempting to formulate a theory that will
pull all of the different discoveries together.
The various theories being explored along
these lines are known as Grand Unified Theo-
ries. Four forces which need to be explained
within a Grand Unified Theory are: the elec-
tromagnetic forces involved in chemical reac-
tions and in magnetism; the strong forces
holding together protons and neutrons with
atomic nucleii; the weak forces involved in
radioactivity; and gravitational forces.
An initial step leading towards proving a
Grand Unified Theory was the work done by
Sheldon Glashow and Steven Weinberg of
Harvard, and Abdus Salam of the Interna-
tional Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste,
Italy, and Imperial College, London, England.
For discovering a unification of electromag-
netic forces and the weak forces of radioac-
tivity, these scientists received the Nobel
Prize in 1979.
However, new questions push physicists
beyond past research. In van der Velde's
words, "Usually experiments like this are
generated because somebody has an
idea. ... In the process of trying to fit to-
gether older theories and make new and bet-
ter theories, about seven or eight years ago
the prediction came forth that matter was
unstable, that the proton would decay with a
very long lifetime."
Current questions involve whether protons
decay, into what particles, and with what
lifetimes. Proton decay is one of the predic-
tions of most Grand Unified Theories and is
closely linked with the strong forces within
atomic nucleii. Thus, if it can be proven that
protons do decay, evidence is very strongly in
favor of a Grand Unified Theory. And such is
the stuff of which Nobel Prizes are made.
PHYSICIST SENT TO THE SALT MINE: Alumnus Jack van der Velde is out to prove that nothing is forever. (University of Michigan photo)
Van der Velde, at the University of Michi-
gan, is in the middle of an ambitious experi-
ment designed to illustrate proton decay. His
collaboration has attempted "to see how we
can design an experiment to test this theory
on the most stringent level, in the most
sensitive possible way." The experiment in-
volves purifying a huge amount of water,
surrounding it with light-sensitive instru-
ments, and connecting these instruments to
computers to aid in interpreting any emis-
sions of light which take place within the
water. The light everyone's watching for is
that produced by proton decay into smaller
particles (the process emits photons, or ener-
gy particles, seen as light).
Care was taken in setting up the experi-
ment to avoid light from sources other than
proton decay. Cosmic radiation from the at-
mosphere is believed to be the biggest poten-
tial mess-up factor. In order to avoid cosmic
rays, the whole experiment is taking place
underground. The Morton Salt Mine in Fair-
port, Ohio, was chosen because of its size and
depth (the experiment takes place 2,000 feet
underground), and because it is an operational
mine, so elevator and ventilation equipment
did not have to be reinstalled.
Experimenters at the University of Michi-
gan began working their calculations for the
experiment in the fall of 1978. By May, 1979,
a research proposal was made. Early in 1980,
the preparation of the salt mine began. A
60' x 70' x 80' tank, the height of a six-
story building, was constructed and lined with
a double coating of thick rubberized plastic.
Photomultiplier tubes were waterproofed as
they were installed in sewer casing, and made
"neutrally buoyant" by being filled with an
exact amount of lead shot. This neutral buoy-
ancy meant that their positions in the water
tank would remain constant: they would nei-
ther float nor sink. Water was purified to the
extent that visibility would be clear through it
for the length of a football field. All of the
elements were installed in the salt mine tank,
the photomultiplier tubes were conneaed to
computers for data analysis, and the experi-
ment began operating in August, 1982.
Van der Velde explains that since data
began being collected, approximately 250,000
pieces of data from the photomultiplier tubes
have entered the computer each day. The data
comes from every light emission which takes
place in the tank. Recordings include the
origin of the light, its strength on hitting the
photomultiplier tube, and the direction it was
travelling as it reached the tube.
The prediaed proton decay should produce
a specific pattern of light known as Cher-
enkov radiation, in the form of two cones of
light expanding out into one direction and a
single cone expanding into the other direc-
tion. Most of the data recorded does not fit
into these patterns. It either comes from the
atmosphere's cosmic rays or from radiation
from the rock walls of the mine. The comput-
er, as programmed by van der Velde and his
colleagues, can sort through the data to the
extent that only fifty events per day need to
be examined by the human eye.
As the surfer shows patience in waiting for
the right wave, physicists show patience with
the IMB experiment. The size of the facilities
in the Ohio mine should have provided a
minimum of 30 proton decay events within
the year, if the proton truly did decay at the
rate predicted. However, data taken over the
first year did not provide the hoped-for re-
sults. Either the original predicted rate of
decay must be recalculated, or the theories
predicting the particles released from the pro-
ton decay must be reevaluated. In either case,
the Michigan team must wait.
The team continues to believe in the valid-
ity of the theory of proton decay both be-
cause of an electroweak theory which has
been confirmed within the past year, and
because of a new theory of the beginning of
the universe. Most Grand Unified Theories
explain the beginning of the universe in
terms of a "Big Bang;" these theories do the
best job so far of explaining the existence of
matter after the "Bang." Thus, the proof of a
Grand Unified Theory would result in vast
leaps in knowledge in many fields of physics
besides the field of elementary particles.
"People are groping. We need new break-
throughs to get beyond this stage," comments
van der Velde.
But the former Hopeite's wait is not a
grumbling one. Rather, it is the wait of the
enthusiast preparing for the next big wave.
He explains:
"The first significant results were that the
prediction that the proton would decay in a
certain way, with a certain life-
time . . . turned out to be wrong. It was a
very significant result in the sense that it
showed we have to go into a different direc-
tion. . . . Admittedly, the [original] theory
was the simplest theory you could imagine.
You always think of the simplest thing first
and try that. If that doesn't work, then you
try more complicated or different things."
Besides being spokesman for Michigan's ex-
perimental team, van der Velde is a professor
at the University. There 1952-1958 as a
student and from 1958 on as an instructor, he
received full professorship in 1968. And he is
a natural teacher. Rather than describe a
photomultiplier tube, he yanks one off the
shelf; 'rather than talk about windsurfing, he
encourages others to attempt the sport.
Despite the intensity of diving into this
research project, van der Velde continues to
maintain other interests. One of these is an
interest in travel. His past includes a sab-
batical year, from 1966-67, spent with his
wife Marilyn, '52, and their three children in
Paris. After that experience, he and Marilyn
maintained ties through Alliance Francaise of
Ann Arbor. And this January, the van der
Veldes went on the road again: they began in
Japan, continued with Mainland China, the
Maidive islands, Egypt, the Alps, and finally
ended up once again in Paris.
However, this travel is by no means only a
vacation. In true liberal arts form, van der.
Velde's research is carrying him beyond the
limits imposed by his own study. Both Japan
and France have projects parallel to van der
Velde's IMB experiment; he plans to explore
and compare the various projects' results. The
Japan experience is one which especially in-
terests him: the Japanese have recorded an
unusual event which the IMB project has not
yet found. Although it is not of the type
earlier predicted to be proton decay, it merits
further attention.
What happens to van der Velde once pro-
ton decay is either proven or disproven? In
the event of proof, he believes that elemen-
tary particle physics "would become a ques-
tion of refining [the Grand Unified Theories]
by taking more measurements, not only of
proton decay. The study of all properties of
proton decay would become an industry. It
would become a whole new branch of physics.
So we would be pursuing that direction, pur-
suing other predictions of the theory, until
eventually getting closer to the goal of trying
to understand more and more things in terms
of simpler and simpler, and fewer and fewer
assumptions. . . . That's what Grand Unified
Theory means."
John van der Velde, enthusiast and partici-
pant, has his work cut out for him, both in
current research and travels and in new ques-
tions to come. And he's excited by the size of
the waves.
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alumni beat
by Vern Schipper '51
Associate Director
College Relations for Alumni Affairs
Final preparations are being completed for our
annual Alumni Day on May 5. It's the exciting day
that all of us in the Office of College Relations look
forward to. Many alumni will be spending the
weekend in Holland, celebrating their class reu-
nions. We are particularly grateful for the excellent
leadership in the reunion classes. Committees have
been meeting all year long and reunion letters and
survey forms have been mailed. If your class is a
reunion class and you have not received informa-
tion, please contact our office immediately and we
will send out the necessary materials.
The schedule of Alumni Weekend events is in-
cluded in this issue of news from Hope on page 16.
All alumni are invited to participate in the various
events. Tickets for the banquet go fast and we are
limited to a maximum of 650 persons. If you wish
to make a reservation, we suggest you do it today.
For details on this year's Distinguished Alumni
Award recipients, see page 2.
Another feature of our Alumni Day will be a
reception time at the newly renovated DeWitt Cen-
ter during the morning. The Class of 1969 will be
holding a tennis tournament on the Columbia Ave-
nue courts. During the morning, tours of campus
facilities will be available from DeWitt Center.
Make your plans to arrive on Saturday morning so
you can meet your friends and enjoy a campus
tour. The Fifty Year Circle will welcome the Gold-
en Anniversary class of 1934 into its ranks at 4
p.m. on the patio of President Van Wylen's home.
On February 10, Hope College premiered the
new promotional film "Legacies." The premiere in
the DeWitt Theatre played to a full house and
alumni and friends who were able to join us found
the new film exciting, presenting not only our
facilities but also the mission and purpose of Hope.
Members of the Class of 1972 are featured in the
film as they reminisce about Hope College and
what it has meant in their lives. This film may be
scheduled through the Office of College Relations
for use for regional meetings, churches, and other
groups. If you desire to plan a program around the
new Hope College film, please contact our office.
A new publication entitled Anchors for Hope is
now in circulation from the Alumni Office. It is
sent to all alumni and friends who arc serving as
volunteers in organizing regional activities. Anchors
for Hope will share suggestions and ideas for suc-
cessful meetings and inform the regional volunteers
of the travel schedules of members of the admin-
'istration and faculty so they can plan special events.
The Washington, D.C., Club had a very suc-
cessful meeting on February 28 with more than 75
in attendance including the Michigan Congressional
Delegation. They have scheduled their next meeting
for April 28. Persons in the Washington area may
contact Steve Larkin, president; Fran Hooper, secre-
tary; or Nancy Dirkse DeWitt.
Alumni Meetings are also scheduled for Phila-
delphia on April 27 and North Jersey on April 26.
Indiana alumni joined representatives from the
campus at the Division III tournaments in Green-
castle, Ind. More than 700 Hope followers attended
the games. A reception on Friday evening saw
approximately 250 Hope alumni and friends gather
for a time of fellowship. Representatives of the
DePauw staff called me aside to personally thank
me for this event and noted that the Hope College
people who attended were most courteous, kind and
joyful people to be with. You and I have always
known this!
Florida meetings were completed and staffed by
President Van Wylen and John Greiler of our
Office of Planned Giving. Mrs. Van Wylen was
able to participate in several of the meetings. For
the first time, we held activities in Fort Meyers
under the leadership of Mr. and Mrs. Blaise Leva!
and we were able to have our second meeting in
Atlanta, Ga., under the leadership of Luther
Rathmeyer and Sally VanderBeek Hutchins.
Do I want to go to
college? What is it
really like? Can
l make the grade?
Get the answers at
this Hope College
on-campus program
Explorientation '84
Explore the possibilities of a college
education through classroom experiences,
extra-curricular activities, and free time.
You will live in college housing on a
college schedule and learn from college
professors. Gaining a greater knowledge
of yourself and your abilities, you will be
better prepared to make a decision about
college in the future.
Explorientation '84, for high school
students who have completed their
sophomore or junior year, begins Sunday
evening, July 29 and continues through
Saturday,’ August 4.
Morning classes are offered in various
academic areas, career planning, campus
life, and college admissions. Free time
allows for trips to Lake Michigan, theatre
productions, Christian Fellowship, and use
of Hope's new physical education center.
COST: Tuition , board, room for .the
week $125
TRAVEL: Special arrangements being
planned.
SEND THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION
Please send me details about Explorientation '84
NAME _________ _
ADDRESS _ : _ — - -  -  -  -
Cljy _ __ _ STATE _ ZIP -
I will graduate from
PHONE NO. ___  _  high school in 19851 ) 19861 )
SEND TO MARY KRAAI, ADMISSIONS. Hope College. Holland. Mich. 49423.
The Alumni Board will be meeting in May as a
part of the Alumni Weekend activities. This will be
a very important meeting since a special ad hoc
committee of the Board has been doing a full
analysis of the constitution. This ad hoc committee
will report at the spring meeting and the Board will
do a thorough evaluation of that work.
I call upon all alumni and friends of the College
to make a personal commitment to assist our ad-
missions office by encouraging deserving young
men and young women to consider Hope College.
You and I know that this is a place of excellence
and caring that is committed to helping young
persons be all that God intends them to be. You
can be confident that in suggesting Hope College to
a young man or young women you are putting
them in touch with a college that will fulfill its
mission with them in their lives. Contact this office
or the admissions office with the names of persons
that you want to suggest for a Hope College
education.
Reserve July 17 for our annual Alumni and
Friends Golf Outing at the Holland Country Club.
Again this year there will be a shotgun start and
under the leadership of Tim Hillegonds of Grand
Rapids. Record numbers are participating and we
look forward to your joining us. Alumni and
friends coming through Holland in July on'their
vacations should schedule themselves to join us!
On October 19 and 20, the Fraternal Society will
celebrate the 150th anniversary of its founding.
Coinciding with Homecoming Weekend, a gala se-
ries of events is planned. These include a literary
meeting on Friday, a convocation on Saturday
morning, a recognition ceremony during the Home-
coming football game, and a dinner dance at the
Amway Grand Hotel in Grand Rapids (the old
Pantlind) on Saturday evening. Frater alumni from
all across the country and from all graduating
classes are expected to attend.
The Fraternal Society was founded in 1834 at
Union College in Schenectady, N.Y. It was brought
to Hope College by Dr. Philip Phelps, the college's
first president. The Fraternal Society was the first
fraternity on Hope's campus and is the 5th oldest
active fraternity in the nation.
A committee has been formed by Frater Alumni
President Lee. Berens. Included on the committee
are Robert DeYoung, Roy Lumsden, John Tysse,
Gene Campbell, Don Mitchell and Jim van Putten.
A special weekend package at the Amway Grand is
being put together. Those who remember the Pant-
lind Hotel, will find that it has been completely
refurbished and returned to its old grandeur, ex-
panded, and renamed the Amway Grand.
All Praters who have any doubt that they are
listed as Praters on Hope's records, or who know of
Praters not listed in the College's records as Praters,
please send your name and address to James van
Putten, Physics Department, Hope College, Hol-
land, Michigan 49423.
class notes
Class notes and other alumni information sections
in News from Hope College are compiled by-Mar-
jory Graves of the alumni office. Deadline for
receiving items for the next issue is May 13.
'30's
Bemadine Siebers '30 De Valois received a Paul
Harris Rotary Fellowship from the Holland (Mich.)
Rotary in recognition of her 23 years of service as a
medical missionary in South India.
Willard Wichers '31 received a distinguished
"award of merit" from the American Association ol
State and Local History for more than 30 years of
dedicated service to Michigan's historical
community.
'40's
Eloise Boynton '41 Bosch and her husband have
been missionaries in Arabia since 1951. They have
been in Oman since 1954 and they retired in
March.
Henry Kik '42 has been re-elected as board chair-
person of the Ottawa County Community Mental
Health Services. Henry also won his sixth con-
secutive medal last fall in the Hope Run-Bike-Swim
race in his age bracket for the ten mile bike race in
42.14.
Allan Weenink '43, associate for stewardship and
church support of Lake Michigan Presbytery, has
been called to serve as interim senior minister of
the First Presbyterian Church in Jackson, Mich.
Matt Otte '48 was a sports editor for 10 years and
since 1958 has worked for the Wisconsin In-
terscholastic Athletic Association, most recently as
associate director. Matt has an article entitled
"Where Have All The Athletes Gone?" published
in Sharing the Victory, a publication of the Fel-
lowship of Christian Athletes.
Peter Breen '49, pastor of Fourth Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Mich., retired after 32
the
Ad Hoc
Committee
I'm not trying to cause a big sensation,
I'm just talking 'bout my generation.
— The Who
Ac Hoc anchor. Pine Grove. Art event
Party/dance. Opus reprise. Coffee house.
Non-competitive sports. Graffiti contest
Music, and time . . .
\
Did you find the directing sign on the
straight and narrow highway?
—Blood, Sweat And Tears
. . . time for us to spend some time with
the people of our time — and the late
60’s-early 70s were quite a time. Re-
member? How could you forget?
How shall we remember?
Now that I'm here, where am I?
—Jan is Joplin
the Ad Hoc Committee
(a non-prophet organization)
presentson k*-'
June 29, 30, July 1, 1984
A GATHERING
Hope College
Holland, Michigan
"you know who you want to be there"
For more information, please contact
the Ad Hoc Committee
c/o 248 Raritan Avenue, Highland Park,
NJ 08904
(201) 246-7373
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years in the ministry.
Henry Shaw '49 has been in the Marine Corps for
36 years. He has been the chief historian of the
U.S. Marine Corps for 22 years.
Jay Weener '49 is the senior pastor at the Fifth
Reformed Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.
'50's
Meryn Shay '51 is the pastor at New Meadows
(Idaho) United Methodist Church.
Jack Irwin '54 published "The Personality and
Genius of Blaise Pascal (1623-1662): An Interpreta-
tion Based on the Concepts of Hermann Rorschach,
M.D." in Psychological Reports, Feb. 1984.
Allan Russcher '54 is the acting chief of medical
staff at the Western Michigan University Health
Center.
Ronald DeLong '56 is the partner in charge of the
Muskegon (Mich.) office of Alexander Grant &
Co., an international certified public accounting
firm.
Wayne Nyboer '58 is the director of curriculum
and instruction at West Ottawa School District in
Holland, Mich.
Harold Molenaar '56 is the vice president of
operations for Holland (Mich.) Motor Express. .
'60's
Richard Oudersluys '61 is the president of Ferro
Corporation's Color Division in Cleveland, Ohio.
David Kleis '63 is the pastor of Eau Claire (Mich.)
Community UCC church. David read a number of
his poems, some with piano accompaniment, at the
Junior Arts Club of Dowagiac February meeting.
He is the author of Lion Under the Sun and other
books.
James C. Schaap '63 has beenmamed executive
vice president-marketing at A. O. Smith Harvestore
Produrts, Inc. He joined A. O. Smith as an area
management trainee in 1977 and was later named
area manager for lowa/Nebraska. He was appointed
western regional manager in 1979? In 1981 he
joined Skyline Harvestore Systems, Inc. as vice
president, secretary and sales manager. He rejoined
A. O. Smith Harvestore Products, Inc. in 1982 as
director of marketing. He holds an M.B.A. from
Western Michigan University.
Neil Atkinson '64 is the area director of Young
Life in the Grand Rapids, Mich., area.
Barbara Fisher '64 is a judicial clerk in the Ottawa
County Probate Court and has been with the West
Shore Symphony Orchestra for 15 years.
Lana TenBrink '64 has been named branch man-
ager for Exxon Office Systems Company's uptown
office in New York City. TenBrink has been with
Exxon Office Systems Company for seven years in
a variety of marketing posts. Prior to joining Exx-
on, she was with Witco Chemical Corporation.
Jacqueline Joseph '64 Vines has been a commu-
nications instructor at Davenport College of Busi-
ness for 16 years. She is on quarter release time to
serve as facilitator of the college's long range plan-
ning committee.
Patricia Gleichmann '65 Dalman is the second
vice-president and membership coordinator of the
American Women's Association of Hong Kong, a
non-profit charitable organization which raises in
excess of $55,000 annually for the benefit of
schools for the blind, counselling facilities and
scholarships. Pat has tutored Chinese students and
been involved with both United States Girl Scouts
and Boy Scouts at Hong Kong International School.
Dave Dalman '65 is research manager of Dow
Chemical's East Asia Region Research and Develop-
ment Laboratory in Hong Kong.
Shirley Van Hoeven '65 is an associate professor
at Western Michigan University's department of
communication arts and sciences. Shirley was the
luncheon speaker at the Muskegon (Mich.) General
Hospital Well Woman Workshop in February.
Teunisje Velthuizen '66 is a student at the Gen-
eral Theological Seminary in New York City, and a
postulant for holy orders from the Diocese of
Western Michigan.
Tyse Achterhof '67 is a partner in a new account-
ing company, Achterhof & Associates, in Walker -
Mich.
Michael Barendse '68, former professor of so-
ciology at Penn State's Worthington Scranton Cam-
pus, is the executive director of the Community
Task Force on Youth Issues for Lackawanna County
in Scranton, Pa.
Neal Sobania '68, director of international educa-
tion and assistant professor of history at Hope
College, is on the board of directors of the Council
of International Educational Exchange and the Aca-
demic Council of the Institute of European Studies.
Thomas Bruggink '69 is an associate professor in
the economics department at Lafayette College.
Thomas and Susan Emerick '69 Bruggink reside
with their two children in Easton, Pa.
Mary Schakel '69 is the producing director of the
Hope Summer Repertory Theater in Holland, Mich.
Mary is in charge of all administrative operations
and the artistic matters of selecting shows, casting
and recruiting.
'70's
Lee DeYoung '71 is operations manager of
WCUZ-AM/FM in Grand Rapids, Mich. Lee also
sings with the Grand Rapids Symphony's Sym-
phonic Choir and is an active member of Hager
Park Reformed Church in Jenison, Mich.
Linda Whiteman '71 Figueroa is a U.S. Immigra-
tion Inspector on the Peace Bridge in Buffalo, N.Y.
James Maatman '71 has a photography business,
is a partner with his fathef in Modern Printing, is
mayor of Lowell, Mich., and is working on a
master's degree in business at Grand Valley State
College.
Kathleen Wilhelm '71 Maatman is teaching 2nd
grade in Saranac, Mich.
Sue Windover '71, former public relations director
of Good Samaritan Hospital, -has joined the U.S.
Army Band.
Thomas DeCair '72, chief spokesman for the Jus-
tice Department, plans to leave government. He
will be seeking a position in corporate communica-
tions or international business affairs.
Jane Decker '72 Page was a professional puppeteer
until 1982. Jane is now performing for the Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Civic Theater.
Donald Steele '72 had his play, Vertical Hold,
produced in Chicago in March.
Kay Ikawa '72 is a sales representative for North-
west Orient Airlines in Chicago, 111.
Margaret Bossenbroek '72 Taylor is an employee
health and insurance coordinator in the personnel
department/ corporate headquarters of Bissell, Inc.,
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Christopher Krzys '73 is a manufacturing super-
visor for L. Perrigo Co.
Gary Plooster '73 is a partner in an Arabian
breeding farm near Coopersville, Mich.
Larry Smith '74 is the medical director of Holland
(Mich.) Community Hospital's emergency
department.
L. Allen Heneveld '75 is the minister of finance
at Evangel Temple in Washington, D.C.
Wendy Holmes '75 is the chief accountant for a
travel company in London, England. Wendy is also
the treasurer of the Tulse Hill Estate Tenants
Association and has a brown belt in Martial Arts.
Michael Ruch '75 is the supervising staff psychol-
ogist in children and adolescent services at Pine
Rest Christian Hospital. Michael also has a part-
time practice in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Douglas Sluis '75 had an article published in the
Iqurnal of Chemical Physics in December, 1983,
entitled "An x-ray reflectance study of the liquid-
vapor interface of Cs."
Ted Swartz '75 is vice president of Bozell & Jacobs
Public Relations in Chicago, 111.
Jeffrey Cook '76 is the manager of customer
accounting for General Electric Information Services
Company in Rockville, Md.
Henry De Jong '76 is on the sales staff of An-
chorage Boat Sales in Holland, Mich.
Kristi Droppers '76 is a regional manager for
Showtime Movie Channel-Cable TV in Dallas,
Texas.
Ellen Barker '76 Smith is the director of employee
relations at L. Perrigo Co.
Douglas Irons '77 is -a property insurance adjuster.
Douglas served as a supervisor of a catastrophe
claims office in Houston, Texas, in the wake of
hurricane "Alicia."
Michael Michaels '77 is a stability chemist with
Key Pharmaceuticals in Miami, Fla.
Hope Hospitality
Network
All over Hopeland, people are beginning to plan their summer
vacations. We’d like to be in on the action by helping to put Hope
people on the move in touch with Hope people in the hospitality
business.
if you make a living by serving people in their leisure, use the coupon
below to tell us about your restaurant, campground, hotel or motel,
resort, marina, recreation center, etc. Send along brochures,
postcards, clippings, maps and photos (especially ones that show you
in your business setting), if available.
Well give you free exposure in the June issue of news from Hope
College.
Your name: _  | __
(check one) - Hope alum _ Hope parent _ Hope friend
The name of your business: 
Business mailing address: _ 1 __
Business phone number: ( ) _ _ 
Description and brief history of your business (no more than 250
words, please; use attachment, if necessary):
Directions:
Check one:
- I will offer a discount of - percent to customers with
coupon from news from Hope College
— Tm not interested in offering a discount.
Return by May 1 1 to: Hospitality Network, Office of College Relations,
Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423
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Joseph Policoro '77 is the pastor of the First
Congregational Church in Bangor. Mich.
Sharon Adcock '78 is coordinating the national
kick-off of Bell & Howell's new addressing products
to be held in Chicago, III. Over 200 guests are
invited for the presentations and introduction of
these new systemsi
Stephen Bishop '78 is doing a family practice
residency at Providence Hospital in Southfield,
Mich.
William Harrison '78 is a 'sales representative for
Great Lakes Sales out of Grand Rapids, Mich.
John Kullman '78 is a district engineer at Dowell
Chemical Oil Field Service in Lafayette, La. John
has responsibilities on the offshore Gulf Coast.
Catherine Crimp '78 Policoro is a homemaker in
Bangor, Mich.
R. Scott Snow '78 is an assistant professor at Ball
State University in Muncie, Ind.
Valerie Bentley '79 is the senior women's coun-
selor at His Mansion, a Christ-centered residential
care facility for troubled young adults in Hillsboro,
N.H.
Renze Hoeksema '79 is a legislative specialist on
public issues and planning for Michigan Consoli-
dated Gas Company.
Wesley Vande Streek '79 is a CPA and works for
Bishop Burk & Reed, P.C. in Kalamazoo. Mich.
Pat Bonga '79 Van Liere is a rehabilitation teacher
at The Association for the Blind in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
'80's
Mark Howard '80 is in his third year as a Peace
Corps volunteer. Mark is the director of the Na-
tional Aquaculture Center in Cameroon, West
Africa.
Doris Kellom '80 is an advisory technical consul-
tant in financial services for ADP Network Services
in Boston, Mass.
Lois Lema '80 completed the National Park Service
Seasonal Ranger Law Enforcement Course at
Southwestern Technical College in Sylva, N.C., in
November and is currently employed at Fire Island
(N.Y.) National Seashore.
Jennifer Lehman '80 is an assistant to the chair-
man at Petro Lewis in Denver, Colo.
Gerald Welch '80 is a 4th year medical student at
the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Earl Beam '81 is working on his doctorate from
Ohio State University. Earl is the director of the
"Wellness Program" at the Texas Sports Medicine
Center located in Tomball.
Dirk Doorenbos '81 has just finished a year as a
volunteer in a UHAI project in Tanzania. Dirk
worked with the Lutheran Church in. assisting in .
the location of water and of sites for new irrigation
wells.
Lynn Winkels '81 Japinga is a senior at Princeton
Theological Seminary. As a part of her ministerial
education, Lynn served as the assistant chaplain at
the Trenton (N.J.) State Hospital, has been the
assistant pastor at the Willow Grove (Pa.) Re-
formed Church and spent a month in Rome study-
ing under Dr. Bruggink of Western Theological
Seminary.
Jay Lindell '81 works for Young Life in East
Kentwood, Mich.
Nicholas Marcelletti '81 is a graduate assistant at
Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond.
Faith Mulder '81 is a market analyst on the staff
of Oakwood Hospital's Corporate Planning Depart-
ment in Canton, Mich.
Janet Watson '81 Welch is a 2nd year medical
student at Michigan State University College of '
Human Medicine in East Lansing.
Patti Bolman '82 is an advertising representative
for Meredith Newspapers in San Jose, Calif.
Lynn Bufe '82 is a physical_education teacher at
Stevenson High School in Prairie View, 111.
Jon Veldman '82 is an industrial engineer for
General Motors New Departure-Hyatt Bearings in
Sandusky, Ohio.
Tom Bamborough '83 is a salesman for Vanden-
berg Buick/Leasing in Holland, Mich.
Jeffrey Crumbaugh '83 is attending medical
school at The University .of Michigan in Ann
Arbor.
Grace Dykstra '83 is teaching preschool classes at
Gerber Children's Center in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jim Eickhoff '83 is the director of housekeeping at
Mercy Hospital in Port Huron, Mich.
Rich Kennedy '83 is an air personality on WGRD
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
LeVonda Knight '83 has been honored as an 1983
Outstanding Young Woman of America.
Yukiko Miura '83 works for Meiji Gakuin Univer-
sity in Tokyo, Japan.
Keith Mulder '83 is a systems analyst at J. C.
Penney in Milwaukee, Wis.
Todd Nisbet '83 is a sales representative for
Anhueser-Busch in St. Joseph, Mich.
Lisa Paauwe '83 was named to the dean's list at
the University of Notre Dame.
Dave Sundin '83 is a photographer and associate
producer of programs in the Slide Department of
Production Services for Newman Communications.
Kevin Toren '83 is attending Krannert Graduate
School of Management at Purdue University.
Nancy Wolffis '83 works (or Stcelcase in the
finance department in Grand Rapids, Mich.
marriages
Stephen Bishop 78 and Kathy Bjorklund, Aug. 4,
1979, Southfield, Mich.
David Driscoll '81 and Carol Peterson '82, Dec. 30,
1983, Muskegon, Mich.
J. C. Huizenga 73 and Laura Maatman '80, Sept. 17,
1983, Holland, Mich.
Karl Krautheim '81 and Stacey Freeman, Oct. 1,
1983, Norton Shores, Mich.
John Kullman 78 and Kathy Kent, Aug. 6, 1983, San
Antonio, Texas
Anthony McLean 74 and Nancy Stetzelberger, Feb.
4, 1984, Evansville, Ind.
Michael Michaels 77 and Vicki Waldron, April 9,
1983, St. Petersburg. Fla.
Jeffrey Moes and Maribeth Thompson '82, Dec. 10,
1983, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Steve Smallegan '80 and Brenda Bakker, Feb. -4, 1984,
Holland, Mich.
Ross Swectman '85 and Tamsyn Haight '83, Jan. 7,
1984, East Lansing, Mich.
David VandeBunte 70 and Barbara Soper, Jan. 14,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Wesley VandeStreek 79 and Barbara Ohs, Sept. 19,
1983, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gerald Welch '80 and Janet Watson '82, Dec. 14,
1983. Monroe, Mich.
advanced degrees
Earl Beam '81, M.A., Ohio State University, Dec.
1982
Stephen Bishop 78, M.D., Wayne State University,
June 1983
Lee DeYoung 71, M.B.A., University of Chicago,
Dec. 1983
Betsy Emdin 76, M.L.S., University of Michigan,
Dec. 1983
Pamela Matheson '82, M.A., applied research and
evaluation psychology, Hofstra University, Dec.
1983
Jon Veldman '82, B.S., industrial and operations en-
gineering, University of Michigan, Dec. 1983
Jerry Wormmeester 73, M.B.A., finanee. Grand
Valley State College, Dec. 1983
births
Gordon 76 and Sally Meeusen 76 Alderink, Eliz-
abeth Ann, Dec. 1, 1983
Douglas '81 and Christine Knapp '81 Andrews, Nic-
holette Marie, Oct. 31, 1983
Bob '81 and Sarab Norden '81 Bast, RacheI..Anne,
Jan. 15, 1984
Donald '68 and Sigrid Battjes, Katherine Allen, Jan.
24, 1984
James and Mavis Van Oostenburg 76 Bottenhorn,
Peter James, Jan. 20, 1984
James and Nathelee Roelofs 70 Bowman, Stephanie
Marisa, Jan. 30, 1984
John and Susan Miles 74 Connaught, Sarah Joan,
Aug. 12, 1983
Betsy Emdin 76, Jessie Rose, Jan. 19, 1984
Frank and Kitty Thomas 75 Garcia, Kathryn Pilar,
May 4, 1983
John and Bev Myer 74 Harris, Toby Barnabas, May
29, 1983
Gary '67 and Gilda Davis '69 Holvick, Todd Ben-
jamin, Mar. 21, 1982
Emil and Janice Kemink '68 Homack, Margaret Mar-
ie, Aug. 17, 1983
Richard and Cindy Swart '81 Hubble, Rebecca Lynn,
Jan. 2, 1984
Dick 75 and Lynn Hermenet 75 Kamps, Heather
Marie, Aug. 9, 1983
Keith and Jan Hoogland 72 Klingenberg, Karter
John, Nov. 18, 1983
Kevin 78 and Barbara Farnham 78 Kort, Jessica Jean,
Nov. 10, 1983
Joe 77 and Catherine Crimp 78 Policoro, Rebekah
Joy, Aug. 23, 1980 and Tamara Grace, Aug. 27,
1982
Juan '80 and Pam Matthews 79 Ramierez, Matthew
Karl, Jan. 18, 1984 ,
Thomas and Shirley Olsen 77 Stark, Amy Lynn, Jan.
7, 1984
Mark 75 and Valerie Denis 77 Sweers, Katrin Hay-
ley, Nov. 13, 1983
graduation honors
DECEMBER 1983
Magna Cum Laude
Laura Jane Eding, Holland, Mich.
Todd Tristan Zylstra, Holland, Mich.
Cum Laude
David Joel Baar, Holland, Mich.
Tina dejong, Wyoming, Mich.
Leah Fisher, Holland, Mich.
Mary Ghezzi, Muskegon, Mich.
Cindy Groeneveld, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Nancy J. Johnson Elami, Saginaw, Mich.
Warren Paul Kooyers, Holland, Mich.
Loraine Joy Payne, Bangor, Pa.
Mary Elizabeth Peelen, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Brian K. Taylor. McBain, Mich.
deaths
Ivan Bosman '28 died Feb. 24, 1984, in Lakeland,
Fla., after a brief illness.
After attending Hope, he graduated from
Marquette University. Before retiring he was an
electrical engineer for the Rural Electrification
Association.
Mr. Bosman is survived by his wife, Adlyn; two
brothers. Nelson and Elmer; several nephews and
nieces.
Word was received of the death of Grace Gardei
'25 Landwehr on Jan. 11, 1984, in Madison, N.J.
Metta Ross '26 died Mar. 5, 1984, in Holland,
Mich.
She received a master's degree from The Univer-
sity of Michigan and did advance studying at the
University of Wisconsin and University of Illinois.
She taught at Holland High School for six years
and at Hope College for 34 years. Miss Ross taught
28 courses in history curriculum, four of which
were proposed, developed and offered by her. In-
cluded in her diverse interests was her devotion to
the cultural development of Hope students. One of
her cultural programs was the International Rela-
tions Club and she started Palette and Masque.
After her retirement the college theatre department
presented her with a life-time pass to DeWitt
theater and a plaque commemorating her service to
the college was placed in the theater section of
DeWitt Center.
METTA ROSS
Miss Ross is survived by her associate and special
friend, Janet Mulder; a niece, two nephews and
several great nieces and nephews.
Word was received of the death of Charles Waldo
'39 on Dec. 23, 1983, in Lolita, Texas.
Alumni Opus /Alumni Invitational Art Show
Recognition of alumni talents and achievements in the visual
and literary arts
— competition in all forms of the visual arts and creative writing
— presentation of selected works in the first alumni invitational show
in the Hope College De Free Center Gallery and in a special insert to
news from Hope College
—sponsored by the Office of College Relations and the department of
Guidelines, the visual arts
1. Competition is open to all women and men
who have been enrolled at Hope College.
Current Hope students are ineligible, fir-
tries should be recent works, i.e. works
executed during the past three years. Grad-
uates of the Classes on 1981, 1982 and
1983 must submit work done after leaving
Hope.
2. Entrants 'must submit good quality color
slides. In the case of three-dimensional
works, at least two views are required.
Slides must include the following informa-
tion: indication of top of slide, title of work,
dimensions of work, media and artist's
name. The artist's name, address, phone
number and Hope class year should be
printed or typed on a piece of paper no
smaller than 3x5 inches which must
accompany the slide(s). Slides should rep-
resent works that are ready for exhibition.
The judges reserve the right to refuse a
work that varies markedly from the slide
presentation.
3. Each entrant may submit no more than
three entries.
4. Slide entries should be mailed to: Alumni
Invitational, Office of College Relations,
Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423.
5. Slide entries must be postmarked no later
than July 13, 1984. Hope College will make
every effort to return slides at the close of
the competition but will not be responsible
for the receipt, return or condition of the
slide entries. The sender assumes all risks.
6. The judges will select entries for display in
the De Pree Center Gallery. The alumni
invitational show will open on. Homecoming
weekend. Oct 19, 1984, and close on Nov.
30, 1984.
7. Winners will be notified by mail at which
time they will receive information regarding
the shipment of works.
8. The Office of College Relations retains the
right to photograph for reproduction in the
Dec., 1984, issue of news from Hope Col-
lege any piece of art displayed in the alum-
ni invitational show.
Guidelines, the literary arts
1. Competition is open to all women and men
who have been enrolled at Hope College.
Current Hope students are ineligible. En-
tries should represent recent work, i.e. writ-
ing that has been done during the past
three years. Graduates of the classes of
1981, 1982 and 1983 must submit work
done after leaving Hope.
 2. Entries must be typed, double-spaced, on
one side of white, 8-1/2 x 11 inch paper.
The name and address of the author
should appear at the top of the right-hand
comer of the first page. All subsequent
pages must be numbered at the top right-
hand comer, and the author's last name or
the title of the work must also appear in
the top right-hand comer of each page.
The following information must be typed or
printed on a separate piece of paper no
smaller than 3x5 inches and mailed with
entries: author's name, title(s) of work(s),
author's address, phone number and Hope
class year.
3. Each entrant may submit no more than
three entries.
4. Entries should be mailed to Alumni Opus,
Office of College Relations, Hope College,
Holland, Mich. 49423. Hope College will
make every effort to return entries at the
close of the competition but will not be
responsible for the receipt return or condi-
tion of entries. The sender assumes all
risks.
5. Entries must be postmarked no later than
July 13, 1984.
6. The decision of the judges is final.
ght to publish in the Dec., 1984, edition
7. The Office of College Relations retains the
righ
of news from Hope College and in a
special booklet to be distributed in the De
Pree Center Art Gallery any poem, short
story or other piece of creative writing en-
tered in the competition. No other rights
are retained by Hope College.
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